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To everythi ng there is a season.
and a time to every purpose
under the heaven.
Eccleaiastes 3: I
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Student Robbed;

Suspects Flee
by Betty Wetzler

William Milks. Assistant to the
Vice-president, conducted the
evacuation and thorough search of
Dougall Hall.
The suspect s were not identified
a mo ng those passing by Dunbar,
nor found within the evacua ted
building. Milks said , " We have
reason to believe the suspects we re
IIM!tsiders," although the possibility
exi sts that they could have been
dorm students wh o had enou gh
tinie to change and dispose of the ir
clothes and use other metho ds of
altering their appearance befo re
the evacuation. Milks describecj
them as wearing "easily ident ifi a ble
o bjects" . He responded th a t it is a
more reasonable expla nat io n that
the suspects entered the dorm and
then immediately slipped out the
back and off campus before the
doors were chained and the
evacuation begun.
T he event is a recorded part of
the Union police records and in the
hands of the Union police in conjunction with the Campus police. If
and when the suspects are caught,
they will be c harged with robbery
and assault with a dead ly weapon.
T he official report states that the
ro bbery occured a bout 2:30 p.m .;
the sus pects were seen in the
men's dorm, under the observance
bookstore at 4: 15 p.m .; and the
of security personnel. At this t ime, dorm search began at 5:33 p.m .
the Union police were not ified and '
asked to come o n ca mpus to a id in
t he s u s p ects' a p p r e h ens io n .
Security C hief Boeglen a nd M s.
Abraha mson, d irector of the
by Lena Welner
dorms, and other ad mi nistrative
On
October
IO, Steve Band ,
pe rson nel were concerned wit h a
method to insure the safety of in- Presidenf of Student O rg. a nd Pat
Assistant
Dean of
nocent bystanders in the dorm Ippolito,
since all had to a·ssume that the Students, attended a P ublic Utility
suspects had been and still were Commissions hearing at Burnett ·
armed . It was decided to cha in- Jr. High School in Union .

Two·NsC students were robbed .
alledgedl y at gun-point, by two
yo ung males Thursday afternoon
in the vicinit y of the campus
maintenance wa rehouse. One _o f
the stud ents. Patrick Dunba r.
co ntend s that a weap o n he believed
to be a gun was stuck in his back
while he a nd the other stud e nt were
told to surrende r th e ir mon ey.
After Dunba r ha nd ed ove r fi ft ee n
dollars, th e two stra nge rs, o ne
Blac k a nd one white bot h_iud ged to
be between 18 and 22 yea rs. fl ed th e
scene.
Dunbar and his ca mpanion
immed iately reported the occ u ra nce
to
admini s trat ive
authorities. T he security force wa s
notified to be on the alert for the
two suspects fittin g the descriptions. A bookstore security of-ficer then radioed in that he had
spotted two youths together in the
bookstore, answering the description. Campus po lice took the
two students to the bookstore - arriving in time to observe the
suspects leaving the building. Dunba r positivel y identified the youth
as the two who accosted and
robbed them.
The suspects proceeded to the

Cut Back

lock all d o or exists except .o ne and
then evacuate the d o rmitor y. Dunbar was seated behind the proctor's
desk to identify anyo ne co mi ng
out. Six Union policemen armed
with shotguns, accord ing to

Mr. Ippolito was informed "tha t
they were going to d iscuss, after the
fact, public reaction to the cut
back" of the #8 bus tin~. Those at
the hea ring were informed that the
topic to be discussed was the
Trans port of N.J.'s (TNJ) request
lndepentent Presidential
to com pletely eliminate Saturday
Poll Results:
service. T here w~n a n "angry reac35 / tion fro m t he people who were
Geo rge McGovern
Richa rd Nixon
28 gathered t here." T hey wa nted to
discuss the " inco nvenience of cutDick Gregory
2
back of daily routes."
Hubert Hu m phrey
I

I
I

Undecided
Alfred E. Newman

Mr. Ippolito \ "vehementl y o pposed" the elimina tion of Saturd ay

Inebriated Lady? Insults Council
by Susan Cousins
The feud, conce rning yearb ook
publishers, culminated and was
finally settled, a t the last Friday
night Council meeting. One female
council member~ blasted those
present at this public session in
defense of the American Yearbook
Co.. After being called "out of
order" th ree times, the majority of
the Council dema nded her rem oval
from the meeting. In reply, she

Bus #8
service. He a lso req uested a hearing regard ing daily se rvice.
A nyo ne who uses the #8 bus
sho uld cont act Mr. Ip po li to at t he
Office of the Dean Students in
T I07. He is collecting information
on the inconvenience of the cutback.
Mr. Ippoli to has writte n to the
Public Utili ties Commission at
1100
Raymon d
Boulevard.
Newark, N.J.
The hearing was run as a regular
court hearing. An executive ofTNJ
testified about financial loss to the
TNJ. The information was based
on surveys taken in January a nd
February. A public examiner,
represe nting "the people", was
present. T hose who testi fied at t he
hea ring were ~wo rn in a nd c ro ssexa mined by a n att orney of T NJ
durin g their stateme nts.

Rumor Control: An Introdu ction

by Tom

a Donnell,

Director

The Rumor Control Division of
t he Communication-Help Center
will begi n an awareness program .
The purpose of this program wi ll

be to inform the student bod y of a ll
a spects and philosophies regarding
key student iss ues.
We encourage you to write responses to eac)l of the interviews we
present, and hopefully you ca n
take an active part in helpin g a ll
parties take an intelligent approach
to the various issues. If there are
any issues you would like us to explore, please contact me a t 2892100.
This week, the dope situation in
Sloan Lounge will be examined .
Various organizations and individuals directly involved with the
issue were interviewed by Jamie
Mc Kay, co-ordinator of the
Rum or Control. We will present
ot her student issues in t he coming
weeks in t he same fashio n, in an
attem pt to keep the e nt ire student

bod y aware of the tot a l e le ments
and philosophies in vol ved . All
following a rticl es will be in the
same forma t to inform the stud ent
bod y of the fa cts a nd no t o ur
opinions.
SLOAN LOUNGE

by Jamie McKay
The follow ing is a ll the in fo rmation
that I complied from the foll o wing
organizations a nd peo ple. Thi s
does not include everyo ne: I tired
to contact other pe rso ns in Administrat io n and other Stud ent
groups but they were either not
available or busy. The foll o win g is
a presentation of facts and not my
opinion. These are all direct from
the sources I complied them from .
and for the benefit and information
(contin ,ed on pa!{e 7)

called the Council members " Steve
Band' s puppets." Her conduct a nd
refusal to lea ve the room, resulted
in a discussion that weighed the
possibility of a Sargeant -at - Arms
to waylay an y furt her act ion of less
than a sober nature. It was decided
t h at t h e Cou n cilwoman ' s
reinstatement must be preceded by
a note of a pology to the bod y.
Finally a mo tion made by Rich
Ha use r to accept Bradberry, S ills,
& O' Neill's Yearbook Contract
was passed : 20-yes, 2-no, 2-a bstain .
Motions for t he. co nstitu tions of
Managerial Science a nd the Gay
Coalition were a lso passed .
Because of Ed Lu pkin's abse nce,
t he sched uled read ing of t he Carnival's financial statement was

postponed.
Bob
DiFerna ndo
pointed out that the Carnival's
originial purpose: to make money
has never been · rea lized . In
reference to the once again
mysterious disappearance of Carnival fi na nce records, Herb Yard ley remainded the Counci l of t he
evidence po inting to a "rip off."
Also d iscussed we re I) the possi bility of requesting the To wnship
of Uni o n to insta ll a light a t the
co rner of Vau xha\l a nd Salem , 2)
co nve rsion of the grou nd floo r of
o ne of the new d orms into a "7- 1 I"
type - concession, 3) a fut ure
proposal to pro hi bit d rugs on campus. In res ponse, Lou Stravakis
suggested t hat alcohol as well as
drugs be included in such a
pro posal.

Cabinet-Ai rs Views
by Betty Wetzler
The Consortium, Sloan Lounge,
general education requirements,
and PIRG were the four main issues formally discussed by the
President's Cabinet at their October 19 meeting. As president of _
Studen t Org., Steven
Band
initia ted the "cabi net" concept with
h o p es of b ettering communi cati o ns betwee n pro m ine nt
student gro ups. Organ izatio ns who
sent representa tives to the mee tin g
were C ommunity C oali t io n, Communica ti o ns Help Ce nte r, Pa rt T ime / Evening Student s, SCA T E,
I.F.S.C. , S.D .S., College Ce nte r
Board, and the Independent. Mr.
C harles Kimmett is the officia l Admini stration liason; Mrs . Marion
Kortjohn represented Stud ent Activities. Dean Pa rks info rm a lly sat
in on the proceedings.
The Conso rtium concept was explained to the C a binet as a " fa cility
/ cultural events / academ iccourse" excha nge among Union
College. Seton Hall, Uni o n Co unt y
Tech., and Newark State. Ca binet
members unanim o usly deemed it a
" good idea" but requested more ·
specifics
before an y fu rth er
comments wo uld be made.
On "cleaning-up" Sloa n Lounge,
the majority felt the problem
should be dealt with by the
students themselves befo_re resorting to outside infl uences. The possibility of dropping general
ed ucation req uirements was ent husiastically received by the

cabinet - the general consensus being that G. E. requirements had
outlived thei r usefull ness. It was
brought up that their abolition
would pro bably result in the
growth and increased quality of
aca dem ic advisement and counseling for those students who no
lo nge r are "guided" by the req uirements. This was seen as
desira ble a nd beneficial in itself.
T he possibilit y of establishing
PIRG · ( Public Interest Resea rch
Group) at Newa rk Sta te was a lso
una nim ously acce pted in co ncept
by the Cabinet. Questi o ns a rose,
however, as to the collectio n of
$1.50 fee PIRG asks of each
students in each member school.
The Cabinet then reaffirmed its
stand aga inst guns for the ca mpu s
security. __
Each organization ann o unced
its current ·-'·p roject or problem .
Tom Brescia,_spea king for eve ning
and pa rt time stud ents, and
Colleen Mitchell, CCB chairman,
discussed sp-acial allotment as their
current concern. Ms. Mitchell
stated that as the campus expand s,
the Student Center facilities
remain the same wh ile having to
cope with la rger and more
numerous student · groups requiring adequate space and meeting rooms.
Lo u Stravrakis, Community
Coalitio n represe ntative, and Bill
O' Brien of S.D.S. expressed their
orga nizatio ns' concern over the is-

(contin ued on pa!{e 7)
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Administration Initiates 4-Week
Informational Service Program
On October 26, 1972 at 1:40 in
Vaughn-Eames 113, Newark State
College will 1mt1ate its Administrative Informational Service
Program. At this time Dr. Dorr,
Vice President of Academic Affairs
will be present to discuss the Retention, Tenure, promotion process at
Newark State College, suggestions
for change in academic policies,
improving the service of academic
services, the role of the college
Date
Oct. 26, 1972

space committee and the long
range planning committee. You
may have questions or suggestions
you might wish to direct to Dr.
Dorr regarding his areas of responsibility.

weeks. Dunng these weeks a
representative of an admini strative
office will be available in either
Willis Hall or Vaughn-Eames to
talk with students. (PLEASE
CONSULT THE SCHEOUI.F.l

This is an experimental progra m
designed to provide additional
lines of communication a nd
present information. This phase of
the prograi;n will run . for four

At the conclusion of the four
week period the program will be
evaluated. It is hoped that there is
enough interest to continue this
program through the year.

Name
Dr. Dorr,
V.P. Academic
Affairs

Topic
Time
RTP Process
1:40-2:40
Tenure Policies
Improving Academic Services
Space Committee
Long-Range Planning Committee

Oct. 31 , 1972

Mrs. Madsen,
Assistant Director
of Summer Session
and Special Programs

College Level
Examination Program
Non-Traditional Courses

1:40-2:'40

W-101

Nov. I, 1972

Mr. W. Milks
Assistant V.P., Administration & Finance

Security Program and / or
Campus Police Program

7: 15-8: 15

Willis Hall
Lobby

•, "0.

;

Bio. Prof. Publishes
Fourth Book

by Jan Furda
Dr. Eric Hayat, present Associate Professor of Biology at
Newark State, is in the process of
having his fourth book published
in the field of electron microscopy.
Born in Iran, Dr. Hayat came to
America in 1963 for his college
education. A graduate of the
University of Texas, Dr. Hayat did
his graduate work at the University
of Indiana and studied electronmicroscopy at the University
of California where he earned a
P.H.D.
Electronmicros copy is a technique in which one can observe the
details of the cell with a possibility
of magnification up to 8,000,000x.
Presently, work is being done to
develop a method of observation of
live cells using the electron microscope.
Dr. Hayat's first book, Basic
Electron Microscopy Techniques
encompasses the fundamental step
- by - step procedures in preparing
biological specimens for electron
microscopy. Sundry methods in
fixation, embedding, sectioning,
standing and tissue storage are
clearly described in the book; these
methods are presently the best and
most reliable now in use. Preparing
and processing of 50 types of
animal and plant specimens from
bacterial to lung and from leaves to
wood is included in a volume which
is both thorough and practical in
keeping up with one of today's
most rapidly advancing
technologies.

Notice

Gay Coalition Meeting every
Thursday, 1:40, Willis 300.
Anyone Interested, please
attend.

Room
V-E 113

'

(continued on paKe 10)

by Marian LaPierre
Sargent Shriver, the
democratic candidate for the Vice
Presidency, took time out this past
Tuesday for a stop in the town of
Hillside. Shortly after noon-time,
Shriver arrived at the Hillside
McGovern-Shriver Headquarters

Tenure Role IBN
Higher Education

Dr. Hayat's second and third
book, and a fourth now in the
by Chancellor Ralph A . DunKan
process of being published compile
The Board of Higher Education,
a 3 volume series entitled, Prinat its September meeting, apciples and Techniques of Electron
Microscopy. Detailed descriptions
proved policies affecting the granof effective methods of preparing
ting of tenure to faculty members
specimens are dealt with in the first
at New Jersey State Colleges (See
volume. The second volume in the
text of policy in adjoining box.).
Since those policies will have an
series is designed to provide the
important impact on the future of
reader with a broader working
higher education in New Jersey, it
knowledge of the theory and
is important to understa nd the
techniques governing application
context and reasons for the Board's
of electron microscopy to
action.
biological problems. The methods
Educators and laymen alike
are complete, self-explanatory.
and applicable to both conven- . agree that a significant proportion
of a college faculty should have
tional and high resolution electro
long-term contracts or tenure to
microscopy.
Professor Hayat believes t'1at
provide employment security, con"with all the crudeness and medioctinuity of program and protection
rity of life, one must do something
of academic freedom. It is also
worthwhile, something that is
clear that a college must bring in
meaningful ." "People misuse the
new faculty in order to start new
word happiness," according to Dr.
programs,
make
adjustments
Hayat. They don't understand
based on enrollment trends,
what happiness is. They confuse
prevent institutional stagnation
the meaning of "having a good
and provincialism, and in general,
time" with "happiness". It is not soto retain institutional flexibilit y so ·
called "happiness" in life which is
as to meet changing student needs,
important, but rather a certain
to
accommodate
changing
dignity and satisfaction in life from
institutional goals and to improve
faculty quality.
one's personal accomplishments.
One way of meeting both objecDr. Hayat recently signed a contract with World Wide publishers
tives is to make sure that the
percentage of tenured faculty on a
for a 6 volume series on the study of
campus
never
becomes
enzymes utilizing the techniques of
electron microscopy. Next year Dr.
unreasonably high. No one can say
with certainty w~t "unreasonably
Hayat hopes to teach a course in
electron microscopy in the research
high" means, but at state colleges
lab (presently under construction)
across the country, 47% of the
with an electron microscope that
faculty are on tenure, and many exthe college is purchasing. This
perts believe that no more than
course will qualify students as
60% of a college faculty should be
technicians in electron microscopy,
tenured. At the New Jersey State
a field with numerous job opColleges, the proportion of tenured
portunities. Hospitals, industries,
faculty is approximately 65% and
laboratories, and universities are
getting higher annually. If the
seeking qualified technicians in the
present rate of granting faculty
field of electron microscopy. As
tenure in New Jersey State
Dr. Hayat phrased it in the
Colleges continues, within several
dedication of his first book, "Man
years, a tenure rate of 80% to 90% .
craves for an Absolute Standard. . is a real possibility. If this shoul~ ·
There is none - neither a book nor
a man.

Notice
All books left at the Used
Book Exchange may be
picked up by November 7,
1972 from the Office of the
Dean of Students, Room T107.
The books not picked up by
Wednesday, November 7,
1972 will be donated to a
worthy institution.

Hillside Crowds
,
.
Cheer Shriver

WANTED:
Bus driver (for retarded
children), 5 days a week,
7:30-9:00, 2:30-4:00. Call
925-2390 or 276-6792. 21
years or older, please.

happen, it will constitute an
educational catastrophe for a
future generation of college
students.
Why is the proportion of tenured
faculty likely to rise dramatically in
the future? A number of factors are
responsible.
Because of the
demand for faculty during the past
five years, it was possible for
tenured faculty members to leave
our colleges to seek employment
elsewhere. Now, with a national
surplus of faculty applicants,
which is projected to increase over
the next decade, jobs are hard to
find and fewer faculty will voluntarily leave our colleges. At the
same time, as the New Jersey State
Colleges approach their ultimate
enrollment goals, the number of
new faculty openings will decrease
each· year. In addition, since the
faculties are basically young, there
will be few retirements in the years
ahead. In the next decade, for example, there will be onl y an
average of 12 faculty a year out of a
total of 2,400 who will reach the
mandatory retirement age.
Few retirements, limited job
mobility, and decreased growth of
enrollment and .new faculty- these
are the reasons why the next ten
years will differ significantly from
the past. They require us to make
difficult decisions, but as one
college in another state indicated
when it reviewed these ~ame facts
and decided to limit the proportion
of faculty on tenure, there is no
alternative if we wish to safeguard
against an even more unpleasant
and painful situation in the future.
It is to this fundamental problem
that the State Board and trustees of
the individual colleges have addressed themselves. Every administrator and trustee has a
strong concern for the welfare and
job security of faculty members,
but a trustee's overriding responsibility is to the long-run
interests of the institution, the
welfare of both present and
succeeding generations of students
and the interests of the taxpayer.
(continued on page 7)

notice
The Independent needs contributors for Track,. If you've h~d a
thrilling personal experience. a trip to
a faraway exotic place, or if you got
mugged on the subway, we would
like YOU to write about it.

on 16 West Shelton Terrace. As
Shriver made his way to the steps
of the Headquarters, he was
swamped by well wishers and campaign supporters.
First to speak was the Hillside
McGovern - Shriver Coordinator
Mrs. June Fischer, who made an
ardent appeal to the crowds. She
turned the platflorm over to
Assemblyman Alexander J.
Menza, who introduced Sargent
Shriver.
·The crowd listened to Shriver as
he condemned rising prices, unfair
taxation, and a fenerally crumbling
economy due to the policies of the
present administration. Shriver
appeared confident and in good
spirits, smiling and waving to his
audience as he spoke. Hi s personalit y glittered and him humor
heightened the excitment in the atmosphere.
After his speech, Shriver made
his way through the crowd shaking

hands. He proceeded on fo ot to
nearby Florence Ave. , where he
v_isited several homes.
Sargent Shriver's appearance at
his headquarters in Hillside
boosted the morale of the
volunteers in that town and
neighboring towns. The warm
reception surely increased the spirit
of optimism to the McGovern
Shriver Campaign.

Evening of
Silvia Plath
On Friday and Saturday night.
October 27th and 28, at 8:00 PM in
VE 118, a group of Newark State
students will present an evening of
Sylvia Plath's prose and poetry.
Miss
Plath's
best- s elling
novel.THE BELL JAR, forms the
core of the program; however. her
poetry has been added to give additional insight into the major
character. THE BELL JAR is a
thinly disguised view of Plath's
own life during the time she was in
college and her attempts to commit
suicide. It is not meant to be a
pleasant or entertaining evening of
theatre but Esther's struggles with
the meaning (or meaningless) of
life are unforgettable.
A new form of staging is also being introduced to the Newark State
campus. Chamber theatre is a
theatrical device that allows narrative fiction to be ·presented in
such a way that the dramatic action
can unfold with full and vivid
immediacy, as it does in a play. The
novel is not changed into a play,
but rather the narration and the
(continued on paKe 16)

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
for a Community Service
to Drive Elderly and
Disabled to Social Agencies.
Appointments tailored to
your schedule.
Please r:eply to Student Activities Office, College
Center.
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NSC· ,to· Host
Consortium Day
Saturchty. October 28 may well
be one of the most important dates
in the development of the New
Jersey Higher Education community, as faculty and administrato rs from four se para te
institutions meet as the "Consortium for East J ersey." to explore ways of sharing facilities.
faculty, and other resources. The
institution s who will be
represented by their respective
presidents and other faculty are:
Newark State College, a state supported four year college, Seton
Hall University, a private four year
institution, Union College and the
Union County Technical Institute.
both county supported two-year
colleges.
The day-long meeting begins at
9: 30 a. m. in the Theater for the Performing
Arts
with opening
remarks and a keynote address.
Panel discussions for the day include:
cooperative
academic
programs, student affairs, Ii brary.
common 'calendar, improvement
of learning process, cross-registartion, faculty exchange. com-

munit y-based programs. role of
trustees and business affairs. A
buffet luncheon will be held for
part1c1pant s at 12:30 p.m. in
Downs Hall Dining Room.
A memorandum sent to all
faculty and administrators at the
four institutions by the four
presidents stated "in the decade fo
the seventies, institutions of higher
education will need to manage.
rather than expand their resources.
It is imperative that costly
duplication and waste be avoided."
The memo states furt her. "the
Master. Plan for Higher Education
in New J ersey has called for the
fullest cooperation between private
and public and two-year and fouryear institutions and has spoken of
a 'common market' of higher
education in New Jersey. The ways
in whcih our institutions might
share facilities, faculties and particular strengths will be explored in
various discussions on Consortium
Day."
Further information on Consortium Day might be obtained by
contacting Mr. Wes Daniel.
telephone 528-2040.

Fine Arts Students
Assoc. Meets
mittees and have full voting
by Barbara Weiss
The Fine Arts Students As- privileges.
Being on the committees makes
sociation meet on Thurs., Oct. 12,
in VE! 12 at 1:40 pm for it s · 1st the students aware of what is
reorganization meeting of this happening and in this way we can
plan for the future. New Students
semester.
Mark Hurwitz, acting chairman. and new ideas are needed. Anyone
ran the meeting assisted by Bar- who is an FA major sit on any one
bara Weiss, Chester Zmijewski. of the various committees in the
and Judy Wukitsch. Since it was department.
The Administrative Council is
the first meeting of the semester.
with many freshmen in at~endance, the most powerful committee in the
a brief recap-history - of the department. It is responsible for
organization was necessary. The making many of the important
F.A.S.A. was organized last Dec. -eecisions with the department and
in the mist of a Departmental crisis aids the chairman in his decisions.
over tenure. At the time it was The Curriculum- Committee makes
clearly revealed that though all decisions on programs, course
student participation was wanted . content, new programs-such as the
and in some cases and prepared for Visual Communications major.
there was lack of actual par- The Appointment. Rentention.
ticipation and more so a lack of Promotion, and Tenure Comcommunication. The F.A.S.A. was mittee deals with the hiring, firing.
organized to make sure com- promotions, and tenure of faculty
munication and
participation within the department. These comwould be there in the Department mittees are the three most imso that crisises would be less likely. portant, there are smaller ones that
Since that time students have been also aid the department and are
seated on departmental com(continued on paf(e 23)

N.S.C. Faculty for McGovern
Presents

A GIGANTIC
. BOOK SALE
The proceeds of which will go
to the
New Jersey McGovern Headquarters.
All students, faculty & staff welcome .
All Kinds of Books on Sale.
All Subjects & Areas.
At one low , low price:
HARDCOVERS: 99¢
PAPERBACKS : 49¢
THURSDAY , October 26 , 1972
in the COLLEGE CENTER .
ALL DAY-from 9:00 a.m . to 8:00 p.m.

...
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College Health Service
by Sharon McHale
During the fall semester. the
College Health Service of Newark
State
College.
di st ri buted
Freshman Campus Packs. which
contain many useful health items.
The Service is open Monday thru
Friday from 8 am to 10 pm .
The new physician is Dr. -John
McDonald. who is available on
Monday. Tuesday and Frid ay
from 11 am to I pm. Dr. Samuel
Pomerantz, who is the college
psychiatrist. works with students
by appointment on Wednesda y
afternoons.
Service accessible to the students
are the following; short term
medical and psychiatric treatment.
first aid a nd emergency treatment.
health informantion a nd referrals
for a variety of problems including
drugs and birth control. treatment
of veneral disease. weight control,
leave of absence for med ical
reasons, physical examinations for
intercollegiate sports, physical examinations, allergy immunizations
for resid ent students. healt h pamplets on topics e.g. RH factor contact lenses, d rugs, sex. etc .. student
athletic ins urance, student medical
insurance. Student medical insurance has year - rou nd coverage
for illness and for accidents with a
reasonable premium of $25.00 per
year.

Health Service is geared to
provide immediate aid to students.
The basic concern of the center is
prevention. There is no charge for
any medicine that is administered
or for the services of the doctors.
On the subject of abortion.
Health Service offers the student
referrals to licensed agencies that
operate at reasonable fees. The cost
of a pregnancy test on a urine
speciment is $3.00 for the outside
lab fee. The center offers counselling to girls seeking advice and information on sex and abortion .
Newark State College currently
lacks a birth control clinic and a
college gynecologist. Women are
urged to contrast the $25 .00 fee for
a gynecologist for birth control
devices to the approJ5imate $200.00
fee for an abortion .
Health Service aslo provides
counselling and referrals on drugs.
The center treats drug information
in the manner as pregnancy students are urged to obtain all
possible information if they intent
to go that route. The College
Health Service is a non-profit
organization that operates on
funds from NSC. Any student
wis hing to make suggestion to
Health Service should contact
Health Service Advisement
through the Dean of Students.

SCATE Holds
Lecture Today
by Jane Douf(herty
Mr. James Sweeny. of The
Family and Children's Society in
Elizabeth, will speak to all SCA TE
volunteers and any other
concerned people during college
free hour, I :40, today Oct. 26th in
Downs Hall.
A former director of a home for
<listurbed children and Norfolk
Virgina's director of Family Agencies, Mr. Sweeny has had seven
years
experience
teaching
throughout the country. In addition, he has also received a
ciatation for his work with youth.
He has received both hi s
undergraduate and Masters degree
in Social Services from Catholic
Universily Washington, D.C.
In his position at Famil y and
Children's Society, he has had
much experience with the circumstances and problems which
surround the children and school
systems of Elizabeth. We urge all
SCA TE volunteers an~d students
majoring in Social Welfare or
Education to experience th eviews
and opinions of this professional

who has a practical awareness of
the role of social agencies in the
community.
We hope that yo u will make a
special effort to make this important lecture on Thursday. Oct.
26, in Downs Hall at 1:40.
UP COMING SCATE EVE TS
SCATE'S Special Events
program will be holding severa l activities in the following days. On
Oct. 28th, SCA TE plans a trip to
Jungle Habitat. On October 30th.
Mon. a Halloween party will be
held for the children of School #I.
from 3: 30-5:30. If you would like to
help: contact Janet in the SCA TE
office.
On November 3rd, a dance from
8pm till 12pm will be held in
Downs Hall sponsoring the Youth
Service Corps of Elizabeth. Music
is by the Mortality, and the cost is
$1.50. The Dance will attempt to
raise money for the operation of an
afterschool and summer day camp
program for disadvantaged
children in the Elizabeth Port area.
We really urge every SCA TE
volunteer and all his or her friends
to attend.

Percussion Ense-mble
Holds Concert
On Friday, October 13. the
Music Department sponsored its
second Music Forum under the
direction of Mr. Pau l Price. Mr.
Price, a percussion teacher here at
NSC and director of the Percussion Ensemble. also instructs
st udents in a Percussion Literature
course given at the Manhattan
School of Music. From the course
he derived the theme of the Forum:
the Hi story and Development of
Percussion Music.
The Percu ss ion Ensemb le
demonst rated the theme in a series
of live performances. such as
Malloy Miller's Prelude for Percussion , the first movement of Lou
Harrison's Suit\;. and in a piece
written_for cello and percussion by
Mr. Lowell Zimmer. a faculty
member in the Music Department.
There were also taped performances of Amadeo Roldan.
Edgan Varese, a nd Henry Cowell

in the Conventional Style; Ernst
Krenek in Serial Style a nd Robert
Moran in Aleatoric Style.
·
The members of the Enesemble
who participated in the Forum
were: J ohn Pepe, C harles Ostrander, Ed Komorowski. Mike
Hochrun, Rich Karpin. and Dave
Uhrig. The Percussion Ensemble.
who has performed on campus in
the past , is scheluded to appear in
concert on February 7. a nd for an
appearance in the Mixed Ensembles Concert in March.

Community
Coalition

JAMES BENSON PARK S Ill

(7-70) Dean of Students
Associate Professor of Psychologv
••reprinted from Newark State
College Undergraduate Catalogue
1972-1973
Dr. Parks, as Dean of Students.
cannot receive tenure as a'n Administrator. However, as a faculty
member who has taught no classes
at Newark State, he may be
tenured this year.
Interestingly
enough,
even
though listed as a faculty member,
the ·Dean does not go through the
faculty ARTP process. but comes
up before an Administrative
Review Board. If he is rehired for
next year, he will have de facto
tenure.
On September 15, 1972.
Chancellor of Higher Education,
Ralph Dungan, revised the tenure
laws into a quota system of tenured
faculty per college. With Dr. Parks
listed as a member of the
Psychology faculty. the total
number of tenured teaching faculty
members will be so reduced as to
accomodate his presence.
With our present student faculty
ratio of approximatel y 25-30 to I.
can we afford another teacher who
does not teach?

Willis Coffee
Machines
by Jacqueline S. Francis
Whatever happened to the coffee
machines in Willis Hall is no longer
a mystery.
They were removed from the
building temporarily, because of
the construction taking place in the
old lounge. There are plans to
install new machines dispensing
not only coffee but soup and
sandwiches, as ~oo n as the
construction now under way is
completed. This will be sometime
before next semester.
The construction which was
origi nally planned to be done during the summer months was
unavoidabl y delayed. Upon completion, it will consist of a "q uiet
solitude" room for study. an
"interaction" room where the food
dispensing machines will be palced.
and a "dial access" room wherein it
will be possible to hea r any class
lecture replayed on tape.
Meanwhile, for those students ·
who can't function 100% without
their cup of coffee in the evening,
we are assured that the cafeteria in
the student cente~· building will be
open Monday thr6ugh Thursday
nights until 11 :0Q_ :•p.m.

Please su bmi t all yo u r poet ry,
photos , and art works to the
Dari'a~ Review ,
CC1 18.
Dead Ii ne for all material IS
Nov. 1.
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"Truth cannot be Jorcetl but must be allowed to plead /or itself."

COP OUT

Staff Editorial
To the entire Newark State Community,
In the October 14, 1972 issue of the Daily Journal of Elizabeth, stude nt of
our college were described in a firey and derogatory manner in one of the most
violent literary attacks in the history of the college. The person respon'sible for
this biased piece of information was the mayor of Elizabeth, Thomas
Dunn.
,
For the benefit of all who are not familiar with the previously mentioned
matter. We will print the full context.
·

NEWARK STATE
"I spoke there Tuesday before what was supposed to be a
"pro-Nixon group of students. SOS students took over
however, and I was subjected to one of the most vicious
personal attacks ever. The SOS kids were the most vile,
obscene, sloppy, and ignorant students that I ever spoke
with. Thank God that they represent but a tiny minority
of young people today. When a I 00% disabled marine Vet
of Viet Nam attempted to defend American fighting men ,
he was hissed, booed, and not allowed to present .his side
of the argument. A typical Communistic tactic, they
demand freedom of speech for themselves and not for
anyone else. I wonder how one ,girl ever got into college.
Her vocabulary consists of four letter words only."
Our INDEPENDENT team of investigators found out from the Editor-inChief of the Daily Journal, Joseph S. Jennings, ·that Mayor Dunn's column
.. Generally Speaking" is a paid political advertisement. To look at its format, the
reader is at first confronted with a regular column head with a picture of the
mayor at a typewriter. The notice that it is an advertisement comes only at the
end of the article.
The first matter to be cleared up is the mayor's referral to the meeting as one
that was .. supposed to be a pro-Nixon group of students." When there is a
speaker on the campus it is open to ALL who are interested, prejudiced, in-favor, ·
or against. I wonder if the mayor would have made the appearance had he
thought that he would be confr.onting people who didn't believe in the same
things. Is he afraid to try to convince our students to his point of view? Does he
want an audience who will not question and dispute or does he want a group that
will just pat him on the back and say, "Right, your always right, Mr. Dunn."
Next in the Mayor's attack was the statement "SOS students took over".
Now, according to students who were present and SOS members, the mayor's
monologe was never interrupted and went smoothly through all he had to say.
The SOS students spoke up during the open questioning period of the meeting.
Their questions were centered around the Viet Nam war. One question came
from Harvey Jackson, a senior who I have interviewed. It went as .. How could
you claim, that it is moral to vote for Richard Nixon, when you support a
blatently immoral war in Viet Nam?'' This question the mayor took as a personal
insult and replied , "Do you think you are God, to know what is immoral or
moral'r' But the mayor left the question unanswered, by irreleyant comments. In
his "Generally Speaking", the mayor classifies the "SOS kids" as .vile, obscene.
sloppy and ignorant students. I hope the mayor will think more· on this bit of
name-calling and come up with some decent criticism that gets down t_o. his basic
gripes. With his campaign close at hand, I should thin.le he would be more careful
about libeling potential voters. i hope to read an apology in his column in the
near future.

•

In his article the mayor notes that "a 100% disabled marine Yet of Viet Nam
attempted to defend American fighting men, he was hissed , booed, and not
allowed to present his side of the argument. A typical Communistic tactic, they
demand freedom of speech for themselves and not for anyone else." Okay, I have
spoken to students who were present at the meeting, and they all deny that there
was any catcalling the mayor has accused our students of using. It is true that
students did argue with the Viet Vet but there was no disrespect shown by any
member of the audience. I ask: Who is Mayor Dunn to call anything a .. Com- .
munist tactic"? Is seems the mayor classifies someone a-Communist if they
disagree with his philosophies. I thought rhe "Red Scare" was over. I sin"cerely
. feel that mayo~ Dunn owes our college and its students a apology in the DAILY
JOURNAl.: -and the I~DEPENDENT. Your comments are welcomed.
, For ·the sake of truthfulne~.
...,_J!~Jk.:.Tr'!vqg(io,ie ~~-

Ed;
The action of the administration
during last Thursday's a rmed
robbery was enough to make me
puke. Despite the fact that the
robbery occurred at about 2:30 in
the afternoon, the administration.
hiding under their desks in
Townsend Hall, had an intellectual
debate as to whether to call the
Union Police or not.
We, as students have enough
problems with security on campus
without the administration playing
tiddly winks. Even Friday morning, members of King Weiss's
royal court, denied that they knew
what had happened . Their excuse
was that they were not sure if the
two men were still on campus. I
think it is obvious that if something
occurs which our campus ~police';
cannot handle, then the Union
Police should
be called
immediately. But you can make
your own judgments. Anyway. until the next robberty ...
Harvey Jackson

GUN RAP
ARM THE CAMPUS GUARDS
I agree with Jay Gerstler's article
that the campus (rent - a - cop)
police should be armed. With
baseball bats, yes: with firearms,
no. Regardless of the calibre.
Most people, untrained, and I
mean untrained and not constantly
practicing, couldn't hit a bull in the
ass with a base fiddle at three feet.
with · a pistol. The average
pQliceman, and I mean average.
and that would include campus
guards, are not pron to practice
shooting their weapons and acquire adequate proficiency,
therefore, being able to hit what
they aim at. Could you possibly
imagine one dark night, a cry for
help coming from the parking lot
and two guards converging on the
scene with guns blazing away at
somebody that just happens to be
running. I can see the dead and dying students laying all over the
place: and the dead and dying
would only be limited by the
number of cartridges carried on the
person or in the firearm.

I feel very strongly about this.
not because I have a aversion
against firearms. I don't. but I feel
that there are too man y ni ce people
on the college grounds that would
not wish to be shot by some
overzealous gun-slinger.
Arlington W. Kirk
If anyone wishes to debate this issue I am available at 201-991-6894.

GAY
ATTACK
Re: to the editor
Since when is the Gay Coalition
entitled to Student Organization
funds? Supposedly there is a
regulation prohibiting the granting
of funds to special interest groups
_b ut apparently there is a double
standard when it comes to subsidizing insane radical courses. If
the Gays are going to get a handout, then why not the honor
societies? And how about the
S.D.S.? What's the matter, are the
Gays too cheap to pay dues?
Let's knock off the mandatory
Student Activity Fee is Student
Org(y) is going to blow it on
perverse programs such as the Gay
Coalition and that so-called ~encounter" charlatonry. 1 vehemently
oppose the squandering of money
by Robin Hoods. Forced payment
of the Student Activity Fee consititutes blackmail. Since when are
constitutional rights limited to leftist fanatics only?

"

Michael Hyduke

STICKY
AFFAIR
Dear Rich Hauser:
Your letter itself tame timely.
However, I am afraid that you have
yourself drawn conclusions. Before
you place your words of wit (no
offense taken) in the paper read by
some 6,000 individuals take a few
minutes of your valuable time and
~rite a private note. You'll get a
private answer to a private
misunderstanding. Promise you
that.
Fact number one: Feature
(continued on page 7)
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Who Cares?
by Thomas Knych
It's Friday night. the campus is
quiet. While most studentsjJ,re out
getting stoned or pla"lltered.
decisions are being made that
affect just about every person who
attends N. S.C.
On F~iday night fifteen to twenty
students meet as members of council to discuss new and old business.
matters involving campus policy.
and
financial
appropriations
concerning pr ogra ms and
functions. Fifteen to twenty people
vote on matters concerning
thousands of peopl e and thousands
of those people's dollars.
"Fine, somebody has to do the
job," one student told me.
"That's true." I said. "But have
you ever gone to observe a meeting
- even just once to see what goes
on?"
"no."

"Who did you vote for'!"
"I didn't."
"Who ran?"
"I don't know."
"Do you know who is President
of council?"

"no."
A realy informed student! Yet
He's far from an anomally. The
deplorable fact is, that the better
part of 75% of the campus
population is just as indifferent.
Out of approximately seven
thousand students, only some three
hundred take time to even vote on
issues or candidates. But who
cares? After all, most students are
commuters and how can council

decisions effect them'! Right where
it hurst most. in the pocket book . A
student activity (ee is paid by all
students. That ~oney totals into
the hundreds to thousands of
dollars. '
Council has a direct control over
our money. The fact is that one
member of council could have as
much as !25.000 or more at hi s di sposal. Executive board members
have a carte-blanche when it comes
to food and drink expenses at a
particular local tavern. Who are
these people? Just like anyone else
on campus. they're hardl y noticed.
Yet , this year one particular
member is so powerful and influential , he virtually controls all
student community policy making
and funds. Who is He? Find out.
Chances for all types of graft and
gratis exist on council. Not in terms
of five or ten dollars. but in hundreds or thousands. If you didn't
vote, that means that your money
is part of the overwhelming majority of funds drawn on by council , provided by non-voters.
lndifferance leads to injustice. If
you care abo ut nothi ng but the
student activity fee you contributed, you might feel it's too
much trouble for a few bucks to
care what happens to a few bucks.
But ct>nsider this, - if you work for
your money and someone else
steals it and makes out better than
you without workinK, you'd make
I
it your business to see it didn't
happen. Yet the possibility exists
right under our noses and most of
us d on't care.

The Feminist Voice
by Kathy Enerlich
heart of the W o men's
Movement is t he consciousness raisi ng group. Jt is a gathering of a
small number of women once a
week, who want to find new identities, to learn to understand other
women a nd who want better
solution to similair problems. During this rap session each wt>man
has a chance to speak her mind on
whatever specific topic has been
chosen for discussion. Often. relating personal experience is difficult
and it places the woman in a
vulnerable position. However,
trust is an undertanding in the
group and related experiences are
kept confidential. Afterwords,
questions can be asked of what was
said and what can be done to
change this particular situation.
Also, there are not leaders in a
consciousness - raising group.
Every woman has her chance to
talk and no judgements a replaced
on what she has said. At the birth
of a consciousness - raising group,
'The

light topics are chosen for discussion, the reason being t hat most
of t he women are strangers to each
other a nd they must learn to open
up and let down their defenses.
When the group feels ready after a
few sessions, then it can get into
topics such as sexual relationships.
private fears, abortions, and marriage.
Consciousness-raising will help
women to understand their sisters
that are form a differenc economic
and racial background. It will
make the Feminis ht Movement
one which can meet t he needs of all
women. And also, consciousnessraising will help the individual
woman to know herself: how she
feels, what she likes, and what she
wants to change. For this reason
two consciousness - raising groups
have been started on campus. One
meets Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in
the Sloan Lounge. The second
group meet Thursday at I :40 (free
hour) in the T . V. Lounge. Whether
you feel you are liberated or still
sea rching, find out by joining one
of the groups. It is about time you
make a commitment to yourse lf.

What the Hell Is
This Community Coalition?
FIRST PART OF A SERIES
OF FOUR
Last year. around Christmas
time, you recall hearing repeatedly
over the P.A. system "STRIKE
NOW!" Just what did this mean:
What did it hope to prove: Who ·
was saying it?
When you looked into it. yo u
saw that the students were demanding things again. Wh y don't the y
mind their own business? Why do
yo u have to listen to A LL this garbage about "STRIKE NOW!" You
just want to get your education and
get out of here.
The students were yelling about
the firing of certain instruct o rs. Big
deal! They hired new ones. what is
the com plaint? You went to the
Board of Trustees meeting and
were astounded -by the number of
students present ha rras si ng
President Weiss and the Board
members. Why don't they respect
their elders? You recall students as-

Termpaper Reseanh
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king questions together and never
waiting for a rel ply, this must be a
lack of communication. The Board
was never able to give its side of the
story.
The Board went into a meeting
room for another Executive Session. Oh yes. you heard the complaints. The students were ye lling
about the fact the Board went
behind closed doors and met
secretly - the answer is si mple.
They wanted to go where it was
quiet so they could think. After
they thought for a while. they came
back out and announced that the
teachers were fired beacuse they
were all "incapable" instructors.
Theexecption being Ms. Yost. who
was find because the vote to tenure
or fire was taken as a package deal.
Because the rest were "incompetent", they decided it would
be better to fire all and lose Ms.
Yost, then to keep all and have an

'' Another View ... "
Fr. Philip MerdinKer
Last week, an unhappy and
frightening incident took place on
campus. A student was robbed at
gun-point and his assailants escaped, apparently through! the
mens' dorm. Which raises anew the
question of guns on campus. One
of the security men fe lt badly that
he was unable to stop them as they
passed close by, but, having no
arms himself, he could do nothing.
Some argue that the possession of
guns would act as a deterrent to
a nyone looking at campus as a
wide-ope n field. Ot hers say that the
mere possession of lethal weapons
would not guarantee that those
armed would be available at the
right time. I think that guns are an
ugly symbol both of the jungle atmosphere that seems to surround
us as well as the failure to come to
grips more effectively and
imaginatively with the problems of
personal security on camput. I
think the burden of proof lies with

those who assert that they are an
effective response to the problem.
No, one de nies the rig ht of an individual t.o personal security, but
unit) other alternatives are tried we
cannot accept lethal weapons as
the only effective answer.
Americans have often been a gunslinging people; indeed t he feeling
seems to be that guns - at - the - hip
are an expression of manhood and
power. But they hardly seem to
deter crim. Of course, if there is no
community, no sense of respo nsibility for ot her people. no
conspiracy to protect each ot her.
no search for alternatives, then the
argument for guns is strong.
Perhaps that is where we're at here
on campus. A college is supposed
to represe~t the possibility of
change for the world outside. But if
no one takes that seriously. then
we'll all retreat into fear and selfcontainment and hope to God that
an armed officer will be close by
when 'the next act of violence occurs.

NSC Se✓rvice
Cited AXT Rotary

Speaking at the Elizabeth
Rotary Club Luncheon held at the
Hotel Winfield-Scott. Dr. Nathan
Weiss cited the College's long series
of special programs designed to
provide service to the local community.
·
Addressing some 60 Rotarians.
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
Weiss stated aside from the -career
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
program s we have developed in
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
TUTORS NEEDED
cover postage and handling.
such areas as management science.
computer science, industrial and
MATH & READING . 1-3
WE ALSO WRITE
medical technology, Newark State
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.
STUDENTS
DAILY,
• has consistently provided more
MALE & 'FEMALE. CAR
personal types of community ac519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
tion." He noted. "we are the only
NECESSA
RY.
CA
LL:
233LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
college in New Jersey to have an
6122 BETWE EN NOON
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
extensive veterans program (VIP
"We need a local salesman"
Program) to assist returning VietAND 6 P.M.
nam Veterans, and we have been
selected to assist other colleges in
the
county in establishing similar
THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH
programs. The EVE program asGROUP, INC.
sists women with education and
240 Park Avenue
career opportunities. and the
students, through the SCA TE
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
program, have been providing as(201 ) 939-0189
sistance to disadvantaged children
I.
with volunteer assistance."
REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH MATERIAL
Dr. Weiss info~·rhed the group
"Newark State College is a vastly
Personal Service. Low Rates.
different instit ution from the
Call, write, o r come in.
oneswhich was moved to Union in
Mon-Fri.: 9-4. Sat.: 10-3.
1958." He added "the overwhelming majority of underclassmen are
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enrolled in arts and science and
professional courses of study, and
we have now made it possible for
students to have two majors - one
the more traditional offering. and
the other a career oriented major."
Dr. Weiss explained. "students can
now for example study with a
mathematics major, and have a
secon d major in computer
science." The importance of thi s
was underscored hwne President
Weiss added. "all of the new career
programs are designed to meet the
needs of local. regional and state
businesses,
industries.
and
governmental agencies - to this end
we have added lay advisory committees for each one of the new
career areas.~
Dr. Weiss closed his remarks by
noting, ~through the support of the
community, the ability to have
students work in their field while
attending college. we shall continue to provide maximum service."
Friendly Ice- Cteam. Col lege
males to work ~:lays o r nights.
20 hrs. a week . $2.00- plus per
hour. 88 2 M ountain Ave. off
Rt., #22. M ust apply in person .

incompete!Yt faculty. That seemed
fair, doesn't it? Well, those students
complained again.
The complaining students were
led by Robert DiFerdando.
Student Org. President. He was
later replaced by Gary DeCarlores.
who was the jerk that protested the
'i nvasion of Cambodia in 1969.
Didn't he know it was to protect
the lives of our men in the army?
You saw this Gary kid stand at a
strike meeting and announce that
he was going to get arrested to
shock the other students into
striRing. The hippie radicals
decided not to allow their leader to
be arrested . You wish they would
have, this would teach that creep
not to mess with the law.
You remember going into
Student Org. one morning a 7
o'clock and seeing what looked like
a pig pen: "White Castle" boxes on
the desk and floor. beer bottles,
and ashes all over. People were
sleeping in chairs and on top of the
garbage. This shows you what kind
of people they were-dirty. filthy
slobs. Oh yeah. they said they were
working all night and wanted to
catch a few hours sleep before they
starte dto work on the strike again.
What a stupid excuse for sleeping
on garbage! Guess this shows what
kind of homes they come from.
You walked out of there fearing
yo ur life! They all looked crazy,
even in their sleep.
·
You went into the Snack Bar and
found your f~ien ds. You was safe
agai n, sipping coffee and telling
about all the girls yo u 'made' at the
frat party during your vacation.
Before you knew it, 8 o'clock came
aro und and you had a class at
Willis. As you got to Willis. it
scared you. ~ould you try to resist
the picket lines that were there?
You didn't know where they came
from, but there were about thirty
people outside the doors sayi ng
t hey wo uldn't let the students go to
class.
You saw that Gary kid there
again, with theS. D.S. you all know
that the S. D.S. are a bunch of redneck commies, headed by Billy
O' Brian. All of those crazy kids
were creaming and yelling. God
only knows what about.
(to be continued)

Santa Clauses
Needed Nov. 24-Dec. 22. Full
tim e, part time or weekend
shift. Good hourly rate; no
fee charged.
,
Western Girl, Inc.
547 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield
748-1914
1139 E. Jersey Street
Elizabeth
352-7960
112 Roosevelt Ave.
Plainfield
757-6868
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When this 25-year-old researcher ·
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment,
we gave him-the go-ahead.
We also gave him the right ~o fail.
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt
the pressure of modem technology and the need for young,
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,
and then give them as much responsibility as they can handle. Whatever their age.
We have departments and divisions, like any company.
What we don't have are preconceived ideas about how an
expert scientist's time should be spent. So when we received
a request from the medical community for assistance in experimenting with lasers as a possible cancer treatment, we
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech-

NI

nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He built two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the
National Institute of Health.
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
technology because we have a stake in business. We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
means of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the
future of mankind.
To put it another way, we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering Ol!r own needs, we have often furthered society's. After all, our business depends on our society. So we care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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ol the entire student hnd, .
SI.OAN l.()l ;N(;E

/nmltnuetl from page 4)
Editor Jan Dal1.iel requested that I
write a feature article on the change
in the Booth. This implies certain
liverties. However. I based my tale
on an interview with the manager
herself. She informed me that the
Co-op authori1.ed the reno va tion .
If this in incorrect. speak to Shirlev
Kellinghausen. If she is not q n the
co-op. than as manager. she should
be. Thanks.
Peacefully.

Barry Cohen
INDEPENDENTstaff

Gonzo
Exposed
To Dr. Gonzo.
In reply to your letter of last
week
putting down
Bob
Travaglione. rumor has it that Dr.
Gonzo is actually Mark Hurwitz.
Looks like Dr. Gonzo looks out
only for "Dr. Gbnzo."

Dr. Har vey Jackson

Urine "Pot"
To the Editor:
Re: Larry Rosso
Your eyes must have been
clouded with smoke for yo u missed
the whole point of the article "New
Myths About Marijuana" . The
great German Ta~icologist · L.
Lewin once said, "The savage in the
jungle beneath a sheltering roof of
\eaves and the native of storm
swept island secures through drugs
a greater intensity of life... Various
are the motives which induce
civilized men to seek a transient
sensation of pleasure. The potent
influence of there substances leads
us on the one hand into the darkest
depths of human passion. and on
the other to hours of ectasy and
ha ppiness or a tranquil and
meditative state of mind.
Along with man's continuous
sexuality, his addiction to intensive
strife, his use of weapons. tools.
symbols, fire , we have fhe human
habit of restorting to medicine.
Man the drug taker. We have drugs
as in the drugstore. and drugs as in
drug addict, which is confusing.
There is further confusion in that

we seem to have no clear basis l'or
determining -which substances arc
drugs in the bad sense. except that
they are substances sociallv disapproved of in our present cult rue. A
drug, in the widest and most proper
sense. is any substance used in
medicine. But it also has narrow
and special meaning to cover
substances that presumed to be
habit forming and harmful.
The drive against alcohol gained
momentum during the First World
War, culminating in the passing of
the 19th Amendment. pro hi biting
the manufacturing and selling of
intoxicating beverages . Just
thirteen years later we saw the
repeal of that amendment. Whv?
The failure of prohibition io
prohibit. leading instead to the
growth of a bootlegging industry
outside the law. is well known.
Alcohol became associated with all
sorts of criminial as;ts, as are drugs
today - a nd wonders whether the
reasons are similiar. Larry. here
lies the strife, disallusionment. hate
I spoke of.
•
I could go on and on. but I'll
leave you with the last word in drug
taking. It's a custom many people
of Siberia ha ve - of using a dried
mushroom as a way of finding
some pleasure through! the long.
dark winter of their homeland s.
They obtain the agaric with difficulty by trading with peoples who
live farther so uth. where the
mushroom grows. But fortunatel.v
they can make a little go a long
way. because the active principle of
t he agaric is excreted in the urine:
so by urination in a common pot
and coninuing to drink the accumulation they can prolong their
orgy for days. Obviously they must
have very different ideas from
those that govern our behavior, not
only about what it disgusting. but
also about what is proper and
decent.
The point is that there is something better in life. Man should
search for the alternative that will
make for a much happier and purposeful life. There must be something better than smoking marijuana
and drinking your own piss. So
Larry next time you in the
bathroom, lighting up a reefer. thing about it!

Mike Golas

March Against
This Racist War
A march and rally against racism
in America and the U.S.
Government policy of international genocide will be held on
Saturday, November 4th.· It will
begin at 12:00 noon in Lincoln
Park. Newark, and end (after a
march down Broad Street) with a
rally in front of ixon's Campaign
headquarters at the Robert Treat
Hotel (across from Military Park).
Genocide. the systema.tic destruction of a particular groupd or
race. has been a part of American
foreign a nd domestic policy since
long before Nixon and Agnew were
born. But Nixon's headquarters is
our target because of the fact that
under his administration. genocide
and racism has increased bv vast
proportions. Things like th~ slave
labor "Family Assista nce Plan" .
the wage free1.e. increased bombings in Southeast Asia. and new
frontiers in racist medical exPERSONAL:
Happy Birthday. Janet! Sorry it's ·a week
late.

perimentation can be credited to
him.
We are holding this march in
Newark because it is one of the
most oppressive examples of this '
kind of racism in the countrv.
Everyone - black, latin. and white
should march with us.
For more information call:
(SOS) 483-0484. 483-3745 . (BPD)
624-9615. Sponsored by: SOS.
Black Panther · Party. · Newark
Tenants Organization. Progressi ve
Labor Part y. Third World
Coalition (Livingston College).

I. The l'ollowingarc the opinions of
a few stude nts who frequent Sloan
Lounge.
A. Dean Parb cannot relate to
the students. He came into Sloan
Lounge to get a point across hut
failed because he bends to mu ch to
the administration since thev hired
him . Some students feel that he
came in because the administration
was on his back. Dean Parks
appears to be worrying more about
himself and tlie college than or the
students being busted . He doesn't
want a bad name for the collc11e .
His coming to the lounge was a
farce since he had come in to save
his own skin.
B. One week before the discussion in the lounge. a meeting
took place in the bookstore area. It
was attended bv Dean Parks. Pat
Ippolito. and other administrati ct n
personel a nd faculty members.
Representing Sloan Lounge was
a bout fl do1.en students. Dean
Parks told them that they would be
given till October 16 io talk to
other st udents and convince them
to stop or face the co nsequences of
police coming in to bust. Therefore
what could he say at the lounge
meeting that the st ud ents didn't
already know. He only informed
those students which were
strangers to the happenings in the
lounge. Dean Parks wants to ha ndle it within the school and does
not want to see the outsidti coming
in. At least he came in a nd made an
attempt to communicate with th e
students. They don't reall y think he
will bust. it tnight be a bluff. But it
might mot. He's right though in
one way. It is against the law'
I. The following is from the office
of Steve Band and Student Org.
A. For safety of all students we
advise that if students wish to
smoke they should smoke away
from campus.
B. That any help that Student
O rg. could give ·the students ends
once a bust occurs.
C. That the administration had
approached two key Council
members to put up a resolution to
ban drugs on campus . It was
turned down because it was not in
the students best interests, and it
could be turned around and used
against the students and Student
Org.
D . That in reference to students
being brought up to the College
Judical Com. Student Org. feels
that some members of the Com. are
totally unsympathic toward their
fellow students position .
E. The following is the perso nal
opinion of Steve Band on the Sloan
Lounge situation:
0242
"Everyone likes to occasiona ll v
have a joint or take a drink.
however for safety's sake and to
avoid persecution. one should indulge in their pleasures awav from
hassels. One such hassel is · Sloan
Lounge. another hassel is th e Frat.
and Sor. tables. For change I
recommend that the Sloan Lounge
environment be made more condusive to it's original purposes. If
Sloan Lounge were re-furnished

ER RO RITE™
WANTED:

4- or 5-bedroom house. around
$400.00. Need for Nov. 1. Contact Larry at 925-0620 after 5
p.m.

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

DANA DEADLINE
NOVEMBER 1st
SUBMIT NOW.

and the administration invested
time in painting instead or poli cing.
a positive change in atmnsphcre
l'.ould be expected. Also ca re
should he taken bv hoth Administration and students alike.

2. Following is from th e Dean or
Students Office.
A. First thev insist that at the
present time the smokin!! of Marijuana in the state of New .l crsev is
illegal.
·
8. That the continucncc or the
batent smoking of dope in Sloan
Lounge can n o longer be tolerated .
And the risk of smokin)! the dope
on campus will be a possible
municipal bust. There's a possibility that after anv outside act ion
being. taken. the i~dividual might
he brought before the College
Judicary Com. with the possibilitv
of suspension there.
·
C. The office stressed that cooperation is wanted' The individu.a ls who are found smoking
dope will be given a first warnin~ .
( Please put it out. Do it off campus.
Don't.) Some record will be kept of
the individuals who are warned .
visual or other was not related . The
second time that an indi vidual is
caught. he o r she shall have some
means of penality brought against
them .
D. The reason leading up to the
present si tuation are as follows :
a. th at last year Sloan Lounge
became known as a place where
one could get a way with anything and that at any time of the
da y someone could be found to
be smoking dope in the lounge .
b. that the Dean of Students Office had received complaints
from students of apprehension
to enter Sloan Lounge.
c. that the laxity of the past shall
no longer be in effect. and that
the administration shall now
back up the policies that is puts
forth.

Ci . Related to this is the fact that
will be a crackdown also on alco hol
on Campus. The Office stress's that
dope smokers are not just the ones
that Jtre under the ihumb . The
Fraternal Organi1ations shall also
be warned of the penality of bringing liquor on Campus.
a. a review of th e prese nt
policies o n liquor on Campus is
coming due to the change of
legal age of drinking to 18 as of
I .Ian 73.
b. the idea of a Rathskeller has
been brought up by Student
Org. as ·a means of having liquor
on Campus.
H. As of 10 , 16 / 72 this is all that
the Dean of Students Office has
released to us.
.1 The following is from Bill
O'Brien of S.D.S.
A. That the idea of off Campus
police taking care of on Campus
problems seems out of place.
B. Co-operation as far as the administration goes is to veild more
authority to the Campus Police.
Union Police. and the Union
County Narcotics Bd.
C. Any other action beside
municipal. seems unwarrented and
more like double jepordy.
D. Solution isn't to have Dean
Parks and Pat Ippolito sitting
around the lounge watching.
E. The thing that most troubles
me is the growing authority and
ppwer of the administration along
with outside influences ( Union
P. O. etc)

These are the facts are complied .
They are meant for yo u. the
st udent body to read and take in
any spirit yo u please. But th ey are
true · accounts in each of the individuals areas and a ny questions
may be directed to J a mie McK av in
Rumor Control / 289-2101. N·ext
week Guns on Campus. opinions.
truths and facts.

Cabinet Airs Views

(continued from page I)
E. The means by which the sue of trespassing and arrests on
arrests could take place on Campus campus - with case in point of
come from two areas. First the alumnus Tony Romano. ComHelp Center
Union Police. they may enter Cam- munications
pus at any time but are s.upposed to (Hiotli ne). speaking through Carol
Moran, announced the formation
clear through Security first.
Second is the Union County Nar- of Rumor Control Center direction
cotics Board. and these people may of Jamie McKay . I.F . S . C.
Michael
Petro le
enter Campus at any time and president
reminded the student leaders that
don' t need to check wit h anyone.
F. The reason that it took s~ long the pledging phenomenon wou ld
to disclose the actions to be taken be at hand within the next week .
was because they (Dean of He stated he is currently pre-ocStudents Office) wanted to make a cupied wit h possible projects to
gradual change of policy and give bridge the alienation between
the students time to adjust to the "Greeks. Freaks. and Straights."
Jane Doughtery from SCATE
new ideas. Since the ~nd of last
year. discussions have been going announced their plans for an onon with concerned parties and over campus program whereby 25-30
the su mmer talks with Student junior high students would come
Org. to see if a solution could be on campus to view college life first
reached. So it is stressed that thi s is hand .
not just a sudden. spur of the ·· The next Cabinet meeting will be
November 16.
moment thing.

tenure and where a tenured
member fails
to fulfill
his
obligation in a superior manner,
that appropriate measures are
(continuedfrom paf(e 2)
taken. Unless there is a full asViewed in this light, it would have sumption of responsibilit y by all
been the height of irresponsibilitv members of the academic community. especial~y in the making of
for the Board not to have acted i;1
admittedly difficuk-. decisions, then
the manner it has.
In considering this question. no we shall fail in the' attainment of ·
one should be misled into believing our ideal of a •.sel f-governing
that the Board. the college trustees academic community.
As the Carnegie Commission,
and I do not stro ngly agree on the .
importance of providing em- among others. has pointed out, the
ployment stability for faculty and decade of the 70's in American
above
all.
to
insure· the higher education (as perhaps in
otht:r aspects of our lives) will be a
maintenance of academic freedom.
period of re-evaluation and retrenThis is a heavy responsibilit v. But
there is a corresponding res- chment. a period in which the pell
ponsibility which rests on the mell growth and expansion of the
faculty as a whole. This is to insure sixties will dr-amatically slacken .
Unless we face these challenges
that only highly-qualified persons
who show positive evidence of be- squarely and rationally, we will
ing able to mak·e a long term con- have failed in a most important
tribution are recommended for way.

T enure Rol e -
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Theater
Review:
Virgin

Three Penny Opera
by Tom Haluszczak
At eight o'clock. October 16.
1972 The New Shakespeare Company of San Francisco presented a
superior rendition of Bertoli
Brecht's Three Penn_r Opera in the
TPA. A surprisingly talented Mackie the Knife was played by
Michael Hayes. in the .cool
tradition of James Earl Jones.
complete with t)le disarming broad
smile, honest y and sarcasm so
necessary in conveying the
bitterness and depravity of turn of
the century England and its effect
on the subculture of social outcasts
who saw morality as upper-class
crutch by which the few sub_jegate
the many. There's a culture not
void of honor, but hierified in the
same manner as "legitimate" London. without the stigma of wea lth
to confuse or enstrange loyalties:
therefore any formation of ties is
based on mutual respect as peers
and any conferring of leadership is
continguent upon how well he or
she" retaliates against the society
that reduces them to such an existance. Macheath, " Mackie the
Knife", is presented as the accomplished criminal lea der of Soho
with a record as long as a corpse
and an 'i mpressive following of
neer-do-wells that do his bidding
and eek o ut a disre putable suvival
at the expense of those noble so uls
who own much yet share little. He
is hustler supreme and Tsar of the
dregs. Invariably, the message of
class aleination and plight of the
poor. in many productions,
becomes overplayed enough to
lessen desired didactical effect:
somewhat like beating the proverbial dead horse. The

masterfully avoids this by employing a contemporary black
Mackie. with all the ghetto smooth
talk and charm - doubtlessly the
best equipped man to survive in the
Soho of pre-twentieth century
England. Mecheath doesn't defile
justice and honor: he devilishly
personifies it in a culture completely devoid of moral commitment and conscience - he and
his companions represent the one
controlling factor amidst the
decadence and poverty.
Mr. J .J. Peachum, (Ken Wilkinson) a fire and brimstone. selfstyled preacher. is the brains
behind the "Human Resourses
Development" front, that exploits
poor vagrants by arming them with
a multitiude of beggar disguises
and later confiscates the majorit y
percentage of their d aily wins: the
madir of moral degeneration. he
violently protests to the marriage
of his littl e daughter, Polly(" Poll y
Peach um", Susan Santine) and the
corrupt prince of thei ves. Mackie
the Knife. Regardless the wedding
tra nspires in the solitude of a
deserted stable, with all the illicit
cohert - in - crime (and a surprise
appearance from the chief of
Scotland Yard , a certain John
"Tiger" Brown, Darryl Woodso n):
ending in a subtle commenta ry on
the war years & companionship
between Mackie and "Tiger"
Brown, heretofore most productive for both in terms of protection
from th e long arm of the law.
J.J . Peachum, intent on foiling
the marriage and aquiring the
reward for his famous son-in-law's
apprehension, induces his wife to
visit the brothel Mackie regularly
~

EXCLUSIVE N.J. SHOWING! REEFER MADNESS
Starting Nov. 81
Park Theatre, Caldwell, N.J. 226-0678
REEFER MADNESS, Made in the late 30's, alerted the country to a growing scourge that threatened the youth of America. If represented marijuana as the most evil of all drugs, more deadly even than heroin, and
the beginning of the end for anyone who smoke it. Addictive from the
first drag, the weed invariably led to undonctollable laughter, violent
hallucinations and wild sex orgies; culminating in rape, homicide, and
ultimately, incurable insanity.
Complete with a high school principal out of "Andy Hardy" lecturing on the evils of the weed, a bad lady named May with an
apartment near the local high school into which her dope dealing
boyfriend lures the unsuspecting kids, suicides, dope smoking jazz
musicians, and crazies getting all excited over hot chocolate, REEFER
MADNESS, thirty six years later, stands as a major influence in forming
the attitudes which have led to the present day confusion surrounding
this subject.

265 111.00MFIELD AVE , CALDWELL

226· 0678

Starts Oct . 25!
Night of the Living Dead
Oct. 27, Midnight

cause for all criminal activity. convinces the police chief that the real
crime is due to the inexhaustable
efforts of Mackie the Knife.
Another apprehension and the
invincible Macheath once again
finds himself in the can with
precious little funds and less time
to produce any miracles. only tim e
for mordant refl'ection and the
problem of pleasing his both wives
with a suitable explanation.
Preacher Peachum arrives early for
the kill with his alcoholic wife and
cronie, who conveniently packed
the mourning veils for Poll y (who
by this time is attempting to sou ndly thras h Lucy Brown. her
amourous competitor.)
As the time gently pas~es on, drawing Mackie's sta y to a close as hi s
fate is now thoroughl y sealed by his
man y offenses, he reguards the
rope that awaits him in a
philosophical manner: he recites a
(continued on paKe 10)

Rockography:
Spooky Tooth

little was asked.
After the performance. I met one
of the financial backers of the
opera. He assured me that it would
be very popular and that many
young people will gladly pay the $7
admission to see it. I'm sure he's
right, but, to my mind. it's simpl y a
rip-off. L'.et the bu yer beware! This

is not what it looks like.

"·""

Spooky Tooth

re1 Etlifi\iVtJ imn'I

from "Three-Penny Opera"

frequents and offer c1 slight reinbursement to the evil women
"Ginny Jenny". Dolly, Betty. and
Molly for his whereabouts: feeling
jilted at the idea of his sudden vow
of matrimon. Jenny gives in to the
temptation of revenge. Mackie is
indeed snatched from the arms of
one hooker and thrown into the
g rasp of another: the prostitute of
_justice - whom only money can
appease momentaril y.
An escape follows and a reunion
of lovers: not Mackie and Polly.
mind you, but rather Mackie and
Lucy Brown. his otherwifewho insists that her bond to him is the
earlier. hence legitimate one. The
good preacher gets hi s rocks up
and through a touching expositio n
of his craft (a goodly number of
fake amputees in formation to ta ke
on the pickpocket's elephants'
burial ground - the coronation of
the Queen) and rhetoric pointing to
the greediness of the rich as the

h_r Fr. Philip Merdingl'r
On Wednesda y cvcni n)!. October 18. a new rock opera
VIRGIN premiered at Philharmonic Hall. Ther perf o rman ce
featured a SO-piece symphon~· orchestra with a full rock band and a
cast of 4 singers and a small chorus
which sought to portra y scenes of
conflict and development in the life
of a young priest and sister. l welve
different scenes provided the
framework in which the priest. the
sister. and bishop and a
"conscience" of the priest dealt
with issues such as abandoned
children in a ghetto. sins and
confession. a peace vigil. love and
celibacy. etc. It was a great disappointment. In fact it was awful!
It was disappointing because its
potential for real drams was never
realized. Somehow it never got off
the ground. A few of the so ngs.
such as "Everybody I Love You"
had feeling and good lyrics. but
generally the lyrics were maudlin
and sentimental. The real question
of love between a man and a
woman was only touched lightly.
with not even a hint as to how real
it is. It seemed to me that'there was
a large dose of dishonest y in the
whole enterprise as th-ings
promised were never delivered.
- There was feeling neither of beginning nor end: in fact there seemed
to be no reason for either. Good
music and excellent singers did well
what little was asked of them, but

by Barry Felker and Bob Groh/
If the names Luther Grossenor,
Gary Wri ght, Mike Harrison,
Mike Kell y, a nd Greg Rid by sound
as though you have heard them
before, they should for these names
make up the lineup of one of
Britain's most ski lled, musically
tight, and during their period of existence, trul y talented groups.
In May of '67, Mike Harrison
from Carlisle Cumberland, Greg
Ridby from nearby Aspalria, and
Mike Kelly from Birmingham all
met at college and decided that
they all had the same thing in mind :
namely, to make music. So
together with two then unknown
musicia ns formed a group called
VIPS. During local _jigs arou nd
school, Mike tried to obtain so me
recognition. In August of that
same year the head "A . R . Man"
from Island Records (a then new
company) went on request of Greg
to hear the band at a local club. He
was so astonished at the act and
overall musical talents of the group
he signed them on the spot.
In the fall of '67 they recorded
their first record for Island called.
"I Want To Be Free" which gained
some success on the Briti sh charts.
The second si ngle was cut , but then
the organist and the guitarist left
thr group to further th eir
educational
interests.
Suther
Frosvenor Fulker who is from
Evesham spent most of hi s
childhood with Jim Capaldi
drummer for Traffic.
It was at this point that the group
became a four-piece combo and
changed their name to Ar/ C hri s
Blackwell. the yo un g man who has
given the group their Island contract. decid ed that it was high time
that the group put toget her a n
album. Together with producer
Guy Stevens. Art went into Mand

Studios in London and recorded
th eir first album called "Supernatural Fairytales," The lineup of
Art was as follows: Greg Ridby.
bass and voca ls; Luther Grossenor,
guitar and vocals: Mike Harrison.
Keyboa rds and vocals: and Mike
Kelly. drums. This album ha s
become a collector's item. It is a
very well put together piece of
rugged British rock. Thete are
twelve tracks on the album and ten
are original. From the album,
another single was issued which is a
guthsier version of the old Buffalo
Springfield hit "What's that
Sound?"
The group worked for a while
more, and then did a tour of
England on Art. While doin g a jig
in Cumberland with an Amerika n
band called the Misunderstood,
they were knocked out by the
keyboard and find vocals of Gary
Wright. After the jig Gary was
asked to join the band and soo n
afterwards the group once again
changed names - now to Spooky
Tooth.
Gary, a native of Elizabeth. New
Jersey. and a graduate from
Thomas Jefferson High School.
went to England to try to make it
big, and did with yo urs truly.
Spooky Tooth.
About six months after Gary's
entrance. Bell Records of Ameri ka,
signed the band to a contract and
along with Island in England . Thus
their first album in Amerika was
released. All in all, the album was
as rip-roaring success and Bell
brought the gro up to Amerika on
their then first tour.
It was at the Steve Paul Scene in
New York that they played their
first jig and being there at that time
was proof that they were reckoned
for stardom. A single. "Sunshine

''1776''
Theater Guild opens its 1972 1973 season with a record 6 presentations of the award-winning Peter
Stone and Sherman Edwards
musical, "1776", ovember 9 - 11.
and 16 - 18. A special matinee per-'
formance will be ·given on Friday.
November I 0, at I :00p.m. Cu rtain
for the eveni ng performances is
8:00 p.m. sharp.
Called one of the most creative
theatrical
experiences
ever
produced on the stage, "1776"
revolves around the events leading
up the signi ng of the Declaratio n of
Independence, and on th e men who
signed the document. Perhaps the
most delightful aspect of the play
is, for the first time. Americans are
able to meet the "founding fathers"
on a more personal basis and know
them as human beings rather than
as mere names from a history
book.
Director for the production is
James Murphy, assistant professor
in the English Department.
Technical director and set designer
is Richard Turick, also a member
of the English Department faculty.
Musical Director is Mr. -William
Feldman. member of the Music
faculty, vocal direction is supervised by Dr. Anna_jean Brown . a lso
(con1inued on paKe 14 )
released . After o ne year. and not
bei ng very happy with Bell Recrods, the group sig ned to A & M in
69. a nd their second album as
Spookv Tooth called "Spookv
Two" was released. It rated high o n
the charts. and "Evil Wo ma n" gots
loads of fan mail. They a)!ain
toured Amerika. this time playin)?
(conlinued on ()GKe /f,J
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British Theatre: Past and Present
the opportunity to study Hritish
theatre architecture: to provide the'
student with the opportunity to
witness London productions of
British drams; and to provide the
student with the research basis for
Come this January. the theat- further study of the British
rical spotlight will he focused on a theatre."
The actual tour begins at
group of Newark State students
taking their cues on centerstage in Newark State College. two weeks
prior to departure for London.
London. England .
The English Department. under "Initial seminar discussions and
the direction Jay Teran. is spon- lectures will be given on theatre exsoring an accredited travel tour- periences in British theatre hiscourse to London's West End tory." The purpose of these
theatre district. for two weeks dur- preliminary procedures is to ining the January mini-mester. This torduce and acquaint the students
tour "will concentrate on the his- going to London with the funtory and traditions of the British damentals of English society.
Following the introductory lectheatre." The general objectives of
the travel course. according to Mr. tures. and the six-hour tranTeran. are: "to provide the students satlantic flight, the tour will resume
with an understanding of British in England. While in London. the
theatre history. traditions. and aes- two-week stay will include the
thetics; to provide the student with •following stage productions: a
Shakespearean performance by the
Royal Shakespearean Company. a
performance at Covent Garden. a
British classic by the Old Vic. one
British play from the eighteenth.
nineteenth. and twentieth centuries. A city tour will include visits
to locations of Medieval drama
presentations and early Thames
theatres. backstage tours of
selected theatres. visits to London's
hy Bod Dopko
All the world's a stage.
And all the men and women merely
players.
As You Like It," Act 11. Scene V 11.

Theater:
Early
Death to
"Mother
Earth"

by Beniamin Marshall
Good intentions do not necessarily make good productions.
"Mother Earth" a new musical
revue by Ron Thronson and Toni
Shearer. at the Belasco Theatre. is
about man and his environment.
pollution. and ecology. What it is
is a slick overpolished production
with very little substance. It is like a
film of lemon pledge without a
piece of furniture beneath it ."
The sketches are. for the most
part.
re-cycled "Laugh-In"
material. watered down and played
with too broadly and too little
style. There were three good sketches. though. One about the last
animals on earth was especially
delightful.
As for the music. for those of you
who find Jonny Mann. and The
New
Christy
Minstrels magnificent. you will find the
music of "Mother Earth" absolutely marvelous. For those of
you with taste. you will find the
music mediocre with the exception
of "Happy Mother's Day, Mother
Earth" a truly sweet idea with
wonderfully effective music and
lyrics. "Pills" is another good
number describing all of the types
of pills in our society.
The cast had the charm of the
alligator on the Baggies commercial. Only Will Jacobs. Gail Boggs.
and Carol Kristy stood out with
talent and enthusiam .
It is too much to ask for some
originality and sincerity'/
There was a choreographer
listed in the program. I didn't see
why.
By the time you read this review.
the play might have closed. Big
Loss.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Please be advised that the "Rock
Critic" for the Independent is conducting a series of objective interviews with "GB.OU Pl ES" attending
this college. If you are a !!roupy. or
know of a friend that is. please contact "Leftee". c l o this office. All inquiries are assured of the utmost
discretion and privacy. Moreover.
all dat~ !!athered durin!! the interviews will be used for reference and
research onlv. So. come on down
and let the school know about your
experiences with rock musicians.

M t1sic Review:
At the Capitol

theatre museums and iconography
collections. and a visit to Strafford
and the birthplace of William
Shakespeare. Siminar lec.t ures and
discussions on British theatre hisa review by Mark( Barry)Felker
tory will be given at the Royal
Two musical groups n:iade the
Academy of Dramatic Art and at
Capitol Theatre scene last week London University.
one with 1950 Rock'n Roll revival
The complete cost for the Lonovertones and the other with a
don tour is $360. which also inmore modern musical vietuosity cludes a round-trip flight. superiorand both groups rocked the house
class accommodations at the
down.
Tavistock
Hotel on
Russell
Square. and breakfast. ( Lunch and
The show opened with ·comdinner are not included in this price mander Cody and His Lost Planet
to allow for student discripancies.)
Airmen," a new Rock'n Roll group
For any student who is led by boogie piano player Cody
interested in going. an interest in
himself. The music played was not
theatre and an interview with Jay the Rock'-n Roll as listeners know it
Teran are the only prerequisites for
now. but non-other-than good old.
the London travel tour-course. Apl 950's style Rock'n Ro IL Music
plications are available from Mr.
made famous by Elvis Presley.
Teran. who's office is located in VE
Chuck Berry. Little Richi. Bo
421, they must be completed and
Didley. the Big Booper. Jerry Lee
returned by November 10th. along
Lewis, and all of those cats
with a $100 deposit.
indetified with •golden oldies."
Please contact Mr. Teran. in his
Cody comes on like a total peroffice or call EXT. 2349. for any
former dedicating his songs to all
additional information or questhe greasers that grew their hair
tions concerning the London tour.
long. When he sings old Elvis
The date of departure will be
Presley songs the listeners can close
January 4th; the date of return will
"7iis/ her eyes and picture the look of
be January l 8th ... All the world's
that fond memory of nostalgia of
stage. and all the men and women
yesteryear, the Fifties. The crowd's
merely players. they have their exreaction to "What I Say." "ists and their returns ... "
Jailhouse Rock." "Tuti-Fruiti."
and
the
un-forgetable
"Hounddog." was an errie copy of
the violent past. One might picture
some of the pseudo-greased-down.
duck's ass hair boys in their blackzip leathers. in the audiance. whipping out their switchblades and
tearing down the house. Of course
today's audiance are a bit too cool
to pull that shit.
Cody. who sports a beer-belly.
long hair. and looks like everything
but a greaser. seemed somewhat
conceited at first. but he got it on
quickly enough when the informal
audiance responded with whistles.
hand-clapping. foot-stumping. and
Commander Cody
/
shouting song titles to him between
songs. He even managed to get
most of the late-nigh! audiance (the
cats who were his followers and
knew the words to his arrangements) to sing along with
him. As one fan put it: "This is my
kind of music. I remember every
song. I think the band's terrific."

Lubovitch
Dance Co.
Performs

The Lar Lubovitch Dance Company will make its first major New
York appearance at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music October 31.
November I. 3. 4. and 5. The 15member company returns to New
York after performing at the
Spoleto and Ravinia Festivals this
past summer. The Academy is
featuring the Lubovitch Company
as the "Company of the Year" as it
joins more established groups such
as Paul Taylor. Nikolais / Louis
· and Cunningham.
Two New York premieres will be
presented during the Brooklyn
engagement: "The Time Before the
Time After (After the Time
Before)" music by Stravinsky and
featuring Lubovitch and Jeanne
Solan and "Considering the Lilies"
music by Bach. choreography by
Lubovitch. Other dances included
in the Brooklyn repertory will be
"Whirligogs." "Some of the Reactions of Some of the People Some
of the Time Upon Hearing Reports
of the Coming of the Mesiah" and
"Clear Lake."
Mr.
Luhovitch
has
choreographed for such groups as
the H ET National Ballet in
Amsterdam. the Ballet Theatre
Contemporain in
Paris.
the
Gulbenkian Ballet in Lisbon and.
most recently. the Ballet Rambert
in London.
Tickets are $6.50. 5.50. 4.00 and
3.00 and can he purchased at A&S.
Bloomingdale's. Ticketron and the
BAM box office. Student and
senior citi1.en rush available. For
reservations call 783-2434.

Book
Review:
LENIN

Was Lenin really the great destroyer? Or was he a man who tried
to impose order on a situation that
was already degenerating into
chaos? According to editor Silverman. in LENIN, the latest volume
in the Great Lives Observed Series.
what occurred in March of 19 I 7
was "essentially a collapse from
within rather than a revolutionary
uprising. War-weariness. food
riots. and the internal dissensions
of the regime were the decisive factors that produced the fall of
Tsarism."
Excerpts from Lenin's contemporaries leave a contradictory
image in his wake. Clained Maxim
Gorky: "He was exceptionally
great because of his burning faith
that suffering is not an essential
and unavoidable part.of lite. but an
abomination which people ought
and are able to sweep away." And
yet his countrywoman and fellow
socialist. Rosa Luxemburg.
damned his tactics at every turn:
"The ultra-centralism asked by
Lenin is full of the sterile spirit of
the overseer. Lenin's concern is not
so much to make the activity of the
Party more fruitful. as to control
the Party." Lenin likewise stymied
leaders abroad. Said Winston
Churchill. then Secretary of State.
"Lenin was to K1:1-,rl Marx what
Omar was to Mahomet he translated faith into acts."
Silverman returns to Lenin's
childhood to find,,.that the values of
the Ulvanov household were
similar ·10 the Protestant Ethic:

Equally as impressive is the
superb talent displayed by "Hot
Tuna." which are without a doubt
the musicans' musicans. "The
precision. excellence. and impact
of guitarist. vocalist and composer
Jorma Koukonen; brilliant bassist
Jack Casidy; and the vibrant
violinist Papa John Creach (along
with drummer Sammy Piazza) are
universally
celebrated."
Each
member of the group knows how to
get it on with his individual
instrument. These world famous
musicans grind-out intense heavy
rock numbers in light of that music
made famous by none ot.her than
the vibrant "Jefferson Airplane."
Most of the credit and ovations.
however. are focussed on violinist
Papa John Creach. One of the
finest rock violinists in the music
industry, he does on his respective
instrument what B. B. King does on
"Lucuile." It really gives one great
pleasure to see and hear this experienced group in an age of music
mediocre, rather than the usual
bottle-neck
feedback
excerise
groups which are on the up and
then shift gears and fade away.
Unlike the usual West Coast imports lately. Grunt Records has.
kept together one of the "Hottest
Chicken of the Seas." namely.
"Hot Tuna.~ It got off the ground
with rock. virtuosity. and a
Freudian orgasm of vibrant colors
and shapes. The group seemed to
perpetuate an errie flow of hot
semen on its sexually encompassed
audience. Thus. while the group is
playing its music. the climax of
their act is a surrealistic sequence
during which Jorma i~ getting it on
with insane advances at his guitar.
The audiance almost expects the
female fans to run up and tear off
their clothes. jump on stage and lay
the dudes. but of course. they
didn't. Those days of the Filmore
are gone forever.
All in all. Commander Cody and
his Lost Planet Airmen and Hot
Tuna was a rip-roarding success.
Both groups are rated in solid
musicanship. See them live or hear
them on record . ¥ou'II like them.

Hot Tuna

order. discipline. hard work. and a
striving for excellence yet Lenin.
and his brothers and sisters grew
up to become revolutionaries.
dedicated to tearing down the
Tsarist order in whose ranks his
father had found his niche.
It is interesting to note Lenin's
origins. says Silverman. not
because he was a product of the
middle class home. but because he
was at the same time a pragmatist
and a visionary - able to compromise the dictates
his vision
fo r the tactics of the struggle.

of

Perhaps as a result of t~ese conflicting aims. Lenin is "scarcely a
bracket in the period between
Marx and Mao. Yet as the
prototype of the intellectual
revolutionary. he may be a
touchstone to understanding the
problems of our own time."
Saul N. Silverman. author of
numerous volumes on Slavic and
Russian history in Canadian journals. is Professor of Political
Science at the University of Prince
Edward Isla nd. New Brunswick.
Canada.
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Informational Service Program

VACChance
To Grow

(m n1inued /i- om paf(e 2)

Nov. 2. 1972

Mr. Diebo ld.
Direct o r of C o llege Develo pment

V-E I IJ

Areas of Instituti o na l
Resea rch. Public Re latio ns.
Co llege Pro jects. Co llege
Publicati o ns. Alumni Affairs. and Athletics

I :40-2: 40

Loa ns. grant s a nd jobs.
the federal a nd state
programs

I :40-2:40

W-101

7: 15-8: 15

V-E I IJ

Nov. 7. 1972

Mrs. Davies.
Director of
Financial Aid

Nov. 8. 1972

Mr. Kimmett.
Assistant to the
President

Nov. 9. 1972

Mr. Vitale.
Director
Career Guidance /
Placement

Placement procedures.
Statistical information regarding Class of 1972. Statistical comparisons. Local and
national employment trends.
Campus interviews. Academic
Advisement

1:40-2:40

V- E IIJ

Nov. 14, 1972

Dr. Haselton.
Dean of Arts
and Sciences

Present and proposed .
academic programs in the
School of Arts and Sciences. General Education

1:40-2:40

W-101

Nov. 15, 1972

Mr. Hinrichs.
Registrar

7: 15-8: 15

Willis Hall
Lobby

Nov. 16, 1972

Dr. Granger.
Dean of School
of Education

Directions of School of
Education. Developing
admissions processes

1:40-2:40

V-E 113

Nov. 21, 1972

Dr. Stier.
Director of
Admissions

Policies of and
procedures used for
admissio~ of students.
Status of applicants.
How. what and why students
are re-admitted or not.
Why are fewer people seeking
admission?, The College Level
Examination Pro.gram CLEP.

1:40-2:40 . W-101

-

The Sorority Game: Is It So Popular?
B\indfo\ded ... wa\king into the
unknown ... whipped cream on your
fa~e ... eating bubble gum ... making
thirty-five pig tails in your hair.
Sound ridiculous, de-humanizing
and foolish? If it seems this way to
you, most likely you will not be involved in pledge-week for sorority
membership here at Newark State
College on November 1-3.
The word sorority flashes several
inages into a girl's mind. To some
of the co-eds interviewed on campus, th~ simple mention of
"sorority" was met with wrinkled
noses, and repugnance. Other girls,
those either involved in the pledging process or full-fledged sisters,
greeted the word with ear-to-ear
smiles and comments advocating
the sundry benefits of the female
social organization.
You can easily spot a soroirty
sister any noon hour in the snack
bar, according to descriptions
given by non-players of the
sorority game. A si•s ter, they
contend, can be recognized by her
presence with other pseudo-sophistocated sisters at their private luncheon table. These "untouchables"
are usually the noisiest group in the
snack bar, playing cards, smoking
and putting on an air that seems to
say, "I belong to this exclusive
group. Don't sit at this table you' re
beneath us."
Such comments by the nonjoiners were further explained with
other reasons for not joining a
sorority. One co-ed called the
organizations
"lonel y-hearts
clubs." Another said that she
wouldn't want to associate with
only one group of girls. She
believed that belonging to such a
"clique" limited one's friends to
members of that particular group.
A secondary reason given by most
of the girls interviewed was that of
time. Girls said that one has to have
enough time to devote to a sorority
in order to get any benefit from it.
These girls stated that time would
be taken away from their stud ;es if
they became involved in a Greek
organization.
Those girls not ·interested in

sorority
membership
reacted
strongly agamst the imt1at1on
process that those must go through
in order to be accepted jnto a
sorority. Their remarks ranged
from, "silly," "foolish," "without
any purpose," to "torture subjecting a girl to de-humanization:"
When asked what he thought of
sororities,
one
non-fraternity
student claimed, "They are copouts for getting into college life.
They bring a girl back to her comfortable, secure high school clique!"
As the players of the sorority
game told their view of the benefit s
Due to the tentative nature of much of
the date published, please check with
activities office of school involved for
berification of N.J. COLLEGE SCENE:
times and dates.
by Mark (Barry) Felk er

Oct. 26, Thurs.
Rider College - African Art Exhibit,
Student Center Art Gallery. Princeton
Univ. - Mccarter Theatre Compan y,
'' Agamemoun'' (thru 12-13) N.S.C. Coffee House.

Oct. 27, Fri.
Rider College- C.U .B. Film . Seton Hall
- " George Carlin" . Dominican College
of Blauveh - " Mr. Justi ce Williams 0 .
Douglas" . Capitol Theatre - Jeff Bec k
(7:30 & 11 p.m .). N.S.C. - op. cit. Cellar
Coffeehouse - 1131 E. Jersey St., Eliz.,
there·•s music dancing, chess, atmosphere, and people.
Oct. 28, Sar.
Montclair Stille College - C.L. U. B.
Movie, Student Center. Rider College
- C.U.B. Film. Rider College- Cultural
Affairs, " New Jersey Symphon y Orchestra". Paper Mill Theatre - " Rump
lestiltskin"
Oct. 29, Sun.
Montclair Stille College - C.L.U .B.
" Pete Seeger" Panzer Gym. Orilnge
H.S. - N.J. Symphony Orchestra 3 pm.
Plainfield H.S. - Symphony Orchestra
3:30 pm (thru 12-3). N.S.C. - C.C.B.
Movie.

Oct. 30, Mon .
Monklair Stille College- International
Folk Dancing - Life Hall. N.S.C. Coffeehouse.

Oct. 31, Tues.
Montclair State College - Orphans
Party - Newman House. Cpaitol
Theatre - Frank Zappa - The mOthers
of Invention (7:30 & 11 pm). N.S.C.
Coffeehouse - maybe a party /
That' s all Folks ! Happy trick or treat en.
See you all next week .

of their organizations. their overt
enthusiasm could have converted
an ,atheist to Christianity. "It gives
me 11 sense of belonging!" exclaimed one sister. "Sororities are
the best tie a girl can have with the
college," she continued. "It gets
you involved with the school and is
a great opportunity to meet new
friends."
Another "gung-ho" sorority coed claimed that she is involved with
(continued on paf(e 23)

hy Jane D o uf(herly
VOLUNTARY
AC T 1ON
C ENTER. a new communit y participation progra m s po nsored lw
the United Way. will begin a serie·s
of CAREER ASSESSMENT
workshops starting Nov. 7th until
Dec. 12th once a week at Newark
State College. in an effort to recruit
students for volunteer roles in
agencies throughout the community.
Placing high emphasis on
human priorities. V AC attempts to
improve community and personal
services through the talents and
abilities of the individual
volunteer. It offers a unique approach to solving the vacuum of
volunteer strengh in understaffed
agencies throughout the community. V ACs philosophy holds
that an effective volunteer is one
who understands himself and
where he is going. This philosophy
is CAREER ASSESSMENT.
Brian Stenfors, director of
_ Union County VAC. has requested
twenty volunteers for this initial
session and for following ones.~
"The Volunteer Assessment
program can be a great resource for
youth. It can provide them with the
opportunity to examine themselves
and help find their place in the
community."
The CAREER
ASSESSMENTS program offers a
series of self-study learning experiences, allowing the individual
to examine and evaluate his
talents, interests. and abilities. It is
not purely a discussion based
group. There is a qualified career
assessment staff and self-evaluative
study tests giving a concrete reflection of the person's career possibilities.
Working from Bayway Community Center, the VAC program
began in early spring to recruit a
volunteer force. They are going to
run ten workshops including the
one at Newark State throughout
the county. Man y people have
already gone through the program

3-Penny
Optra
(con1 i1111ed /ru 111 / Jt/g<' X J

lit a ny fo r a ll poo r-as sv m ho li 7ed hv
hi s wretched perso n _:_ with a vo ic~
weighted by distain and hitt e rness
he calls up o n "legitima te"' societ v
to fir st feed the starving a nd hei; I
the emotionall y a nd psycol ogica ll v
ill before imposing their meaningless moralit y upon the. He asks
that they see not the poor heggar as
a slothen wretch but rath er as a
ltuman being with the same right to
eat as another; and. above all. to
view the crimes o f the depra ved as
minor infractions in comparison
with the debasing. immoral grandscale sacrileges of the banks those impersonal institutions that
seem tQ la y legal claim to man's
very soul while reserving his total
being as collateral.
To preserve a fairy-tale element
of hope. a last-minute aquittal
comes direct from the Queen. making Macheath hero of the hour.
The production nevertheless ends
on a somber, moralistic note; the
message being, naturally. that the
poort can almost never count on a
last-minute aquittal
their
crimes, or thater sins. follow them
relentlessly to the grave while the
greater, more sophisticated
manipulators inherit the world m
all its dispassionate glory.
Herein lies the function of the
play; its timeless relevence of
meseage. The acting on all levels
was exceptional as was the enthusiasm em parted by the cast in its
performance; the direction and action on the audience-enveloped
stage brought into play a refreshing
intimacy and involvement on the
part of all. In enjoy it immensely. as
did my unexpected.yet charming
guest.
and are now receiving much satisfaction from their action roles.
If you are at all interested in
becoming a volunteer or in experiencing this unique assessments
program please come to the
SCA TE office. It is an experience
which enriches the individual.

Catholic Campus
.Community
come and share.
MASS:
Sundays, 11 a.m., Whiteman Hall
Thursdays, Free Hour,
Old Parking Office in College Center
_Nov. 1st-All Saints, 12:15, Little Theater
PRAYER MEETING:
_ Fridays, 12: 15, Chaplains' Office
Book Store Bldg."DROP-IN" HOURS-.
·-..
CHAPLAINS' OFFICE
Monday, 10:30-12:00, Fr. Philip
Tu_esday, 3:00-4:00, Fr. Philip
Wednesday, 10:30-11:30, Fr. Al Berner
Call anytime: Ext. 2294.
I
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Lucy
Paul .
memories now, and saddening
!onliness had set in. A blue Ford
pick-up provided the remedy for
my tortured mind. The driver was
at the least, in his sixties, but his
smile was as real as a child clutching a new toy. Country-western
music filled the cab. A hand
covered with scattered brown
spots, pushed the transmission
control from gear to gear. All
movement by my host stopped
once high was engaged, except for
a constant beating of his thumbs on
the steering wheel to the rhythm of
a twangy guitar melody. "Where
are you going, fellow?", were his
first words. "I'd like to go North to
Wyoming and the interstate west."
"OK, I'm going into Cheyanne and
will be happy to get you there." His
sparse twigs of head hair seemed to
stand up alertly, and his eyebrows
lifted far into his forehead. Later
what I believe to be a well thought
out decision, he querried. "Are you
running away?" I was pleased to
believe he thought me to be so
young, and with a smile I could feel
covering my lower face, I explained
how I was hoping to see as much of
this land as possible, living on a
limited budget. He took this
answer with a little bit of
puzzlement and continued with his
interoggation. "Where do you
sleep, do you have friends and
relations all over the countryr'
Once again I laughed," Just about
all my relatives live in and around
Brooklyn, and I have one friend in
Ventura, California. Sleeping isn't
any problem, for when tiredness
wearies me enough, I shut my eyes
·and am soon snoozing the night

..,.

l •.

.
'

must have walked down every queer that there are people who are
street, but the sce ne remained the so reliant on television ·that they
same. If I had been blindfolded and c·ouldn't take a bus ride without indropped off at this location. I dulging in a good rape, murder. or
would have sworn I was in a small comedy show with the corny built
town o( my native New Jersey. in audience gasps. laughs. and
Although the buildings didn't try chuckling by the studio audience.
to carry on any form of nostalgia.
May I announce that at this time
the people were sure trying hard to I felt the need to to to the
play a role. The men all seemed to bathroom, I usually leave this
wear the hats of the prairie. They detail out of recounting of an exwere tall and thin, and I am sure I perience. May I assume that yo u
noticed a definite strut in their gait. take it for granted that this author
Some even went as far as to walk does go to the bathroom during
with their thumbs resting inside the short breaks which I had never
front belt loops. as if to be ready to found the need to mention. Well
Bv Bob Trava!(lione
draw a gun with the least delay. going to the bathroom in
The woman seemed much more Cheyanne Greyhound Bus Depots
away. In bad weather or if the
realistic, snickering at the males definitely worth J mentioning, a
mood strikes me. I just start asking
who continued their childhood large assortment, of long. white
my aquaintances for shelter of the
masquerades. This was about the rubber machines ever assembled
night, and with luck, make a good
first city that I received a really bad under one roof, lined every wall
connection." He was completely
feeling from. For my appearance that was vacant of sinks and toilets.
astonished at this, "take it as it
with a backpack, made quite a dis- Every flavor, color, material. and
comes attitude," and responded
ruption from the normal scenery. design was well represented.
with what I think was schooling on
The police circle the blocks of my Prolonging, enlarging. tingilizing,
the dangers of becoming involved
travel, keeping a close eye on a strenthenized, evaporating, all the
with people you do not know. This
potential troublemaker. No matter adjectives were used up to convey
feeling of distrust of other people I
if
God himself had any objections. th'at there is a model for every
have found to be quite frequent in
I definitely had to have a cup of situation, mood, or problem. As I
young and old alike, usually not
coffee. The Greyhound bus ter- reentered the lobby, the eyes of
based on bad experiences but
minal, I thought would have the every man in the room seemed
rather just on events of violence
freshest, for they received upon me, looking at my face and
that they have had occassion to
shipments of captured customers then down to my hands, looking to
read or hear. The conversation
by the hour. Entering the depot I see if I had obtained one of those
continued following the same
noticed the many people scattered newfangled prophylactics. I compatterns that it began with, and
in just about every available bench. posed myself and walked through
within an hour and a half I was
Some folks were st'retched horizon- their midst to the door of the coffee
leaving the truck on main street,
tally catching a little shut eye, shop. The beautiful voice of Frank
Cheyanne ..
others who were bored deposited Sinatra filled the room, there were
The first structure that captured
by attention, was a red wooden · their quarters in the pay T.V.s to booths with faceless people tapcatch a little soap opera. Two ping their feet or maybe a spoon or
building. For some reason. its
people were , reading books in two. The two waitresses were scurcolor, material, and design was
paperback edition while the ma- rying around the circular counter
that of an old western saloon. But.
jority of the readers were scanning as if they had battery powered
it was nothing so romantic,_rather
a newspaper. It really struck me rollerskates instead of feet. Around
a coverup for a department store. I

w,.,

\

and around they flew, faster and
·faster, pouring coffee at great
hejghts as they carried saP.d•:.<ichesr
on their heads and shoulders.
scrapping loose coins into the
pockets of their aprons as soon as a
customer departed. I drew a picture of a stop sign on a napkin and
hung it over the edge of the
counter, in a flash one woman
came to a screeching halt directly in
front of me. "May I help you."
"One cup of coffee, black please."
She spun around to the coffee
maker and while picking up a cup
and saucer with one hand,
positioned the glass coffee pot for
pouring. In ten minutes I was back
on the sidewalk, my head spinning.
shaken by the strange events in
Greyhound.
1 entered upon the interstate
once again, and this time
succeeded in halting a new Capri.
The car was light with the back seat
resembling the trunk of a
Volkswagon. I asked of the two
college age men in the front if I
should place my pack in the trunk,
'There's no need to, there's enough
room in the rear seat. just hand it to
me and I'll put it into position."
Doubtfully, I handed the top of the
frame to him. The pack bag
became caught on the passenger
seat, the driver who was determined to see it fit gave a hefty yank.
immediately freeing the blocked
portion, but to his annoyance had
also jabbed the top of the
aluminum frame through the
headliner. "Oh no. damn it. and I
just got the car." I was at a lpss for
words. and for no valid reason.
tended to believe that it was
somehow my fault. The driver lit a
cigarette and continued to examine
the damage. "Maybe I can patch it.
but it will never be the same." I then
entered the vehicle and we drove
off in total silence. We went on in
this manner for thirty miles to the
Laramie exit, were I was informed
that this was the end of the road.
This time the driver allowed me to
do the unloading, and I proceeded
with trembling han~s. Their little
car shot away leaving me filled with
a tense sick nervousness:' Because I
hadn't exercised, I began walking
west on the shoulder of the
high~ay. The sun was at its full
height and its rays had caused the
tar to become so seering hot that
the shimmering vapors of heat rising were visible. It was a slow walk.
the hiker just being happy from the
relief of not having to put up with
the nonsense that people had been
recently dishing out.

Photo by Trava!(lione
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by Bob Abline

Thus far, the best comment of
campaign '72 came from an enthusiastic McGovern supporter
by Mark (Barry) Felker
a righteous Birchite manner and who made the following remark
Today is Thursday. October 26. saying they are for "Law and just before introducing McGovern
andthereareeightdayslefttoget Order" .
That's
right.
in Boston: "Here we are in the
off your fat ass and elect the students- law and order, in the
midst ofa presidential election year
Presidential candidate of your form of campus police, firearms,
and where is the President'! He is
choice.
and the right to make arrests for
hiding in the White House. while
As you sit on the flange of your, trespassing on campus grounds.
George McGovern has traveled
throne watching the gloob-tube, Ironically, these ridiculous actions
throughout the United States. exthousands of dedicated election are supposed to bring America
posing himself to the American
workers will be scurring across back to the "good old da ys" when
people."
America, tellin-g° us students to"vo(e 1 · everybody "lived fast and died
McGovern's speech on TV
for this or thar·cindil:late. citing ttie' young" as a result of no socia l concerning the war i'n Vietnam and
many ·allegeo virt ues of their ~ar- welfare aid.
what he would do to end it wa s
1
ticular dem i- g16d :· Million s;' · Students, there is no"real" issue , perh~p~ the be_sf si ngle e,ffort he h~ ~, ,
1
perhaps billions, of dollars will in this election , since voting brings
ma~e t? , date . . However. once ,
again, to the discerni'ng ear. the'
have been spent on the electronic with it an acknowledgement of the
media, posters, billboards, bumper institutions it symbolizes. Voting
credibility of the Senator f om
stickers, and other absurd adver- recognizes the power of South Dakota must be called into
tising means. All in all, mean- government and legaiizes the horquestion. McGovern asserted flatly
ingless rhetoric will have poured rible oppression attendant on it. It
that he had publicly opposed the
from the mouths of wind bag also means acceptance of the entire
Vietnam war for nine years
political chauvinists in one of the judicial system of courts, security.
through three presidential addirtiest campaigns in American and in prison for those persons
ministrations, and that this was a
history.
·
who seek to express their inmatter of record for anyone to
The essential issues upon which dividuality. In brief, voting is the
check. Well, anyone who does
both candidates are basing their antonym of liberty.
check will discover something
other than that which the Senator '
;,latforms are: "A ·sagging ·
In any event, on November 7, the
would lead us to believe.
Economy" versus "Law and majority of you will, hopefully,
In August of 1964, McGovern
Order". The liberals claim they leave your throne for a short span
voted in favor of the Tonkin Gulf
have mustered a capitalist plan · of time and obediently march to
which would, somehow, revitalize the polls and cast a ballot for the · Resolution which provided
President Johnson with carte blanthe economy and enable the op- candidates of your choice. And.
che authority in Southeast Asia.
pressed people in the United States without a second thought, the maThose Senators who toda y say this
to make a decent wage. The notion jority of you will have wasted
area of the world is not vital to the
sounds good; however, it should be precious time, capitol, and worsecurity of the United States would
obvious to all ..Xmericans that it is thless rhetoric, instead of working
do well to reread this document, inthe economic system itself that toward a more viable and
sofar as it says precisely the opshould be changed for the meaningful alternative to the
posite. Again, in early 1966,
betterment of all society. Needless dehumanizing system. Fellow
McGovern voted against a bill into say, this is not one .of the alter- students, don't you foe! like
troduced by the then-Senator from
natives. Only a suggestion on the abolishing this decadent. wasteful.
Oregon Wayne Morse which
part of this unbiased student.
exploitive, oppressive government
would have repealed the Tonkin
The moderates and conser- and beginning to work for "real"
Gulf Resolution. Further, in 1967
vatives, on the other hand, are freedom and human dignity'!
piously pounding their podiums in
The time for action is now!
as well as in 1968, McGovern, time
and again, spoke out against
unilateral withdrawal of American
troops from Vietnam. This brings
us to only four years ago, when
McGovern was suddenly struck
with a disease not rare among
politicians- presidential
fever.
Even the so-called anti-war plank
which McGovern supported at the
1968 Democratic Convention in
by Tom Haluszczak
He's probably even voting for Nix- Chicago did not ask for unilateral
I was cursing like a wildman at on. Since the questions about ad- ·withdrawal, or even for the setting
the top of my lungs when number ditives are never-ending, I might as of a date for the removal of troops.
one-thousand and thirty-six came well take the opportunity to quote All that was sought was a gradual
along; Chevron Supreme motor oil my man, Ron Wakefield of Road
phasing out of our combat troops
was streaming down the left part of and Track on the subject.
with no fixed timetable. So the
my face, pouring endlessly like the
The Enginering Phd. (Caltech)
McGovern claim that for nine
deluge through a rather large gash explains that STP, as other oil ad- years, he has publicly been opin the side of my favorite oil pan, ditives, is a viscosity index im- posed to the war is utter bunk.
which, you guessed it, I forgot to prover: it modifies the curve of visAll of this may well be water
look at before I started to drain the cosity versus temperature so that under the proverbial bridge if a
crancase of my Mustang. In- the oil doesn't thin out with incoherent with rage, I started creasing motor heat. A same type
thrashing about uncontrollably of additive is used in all multigrade
when the hot liquid hit my face; I oils; giving them their multi-grade
(continuedfrom pa!fe 8)
hadn't noticed that the ratings- - - for example, an oil that
neighborhood mailman was laugh- behaves as 10 grade at freezing
a- member of the college music
ing hysterically at my mistfortune- temperatures, 30 or 40 at 200
faculty. The orchestra for all perso much so that he enjoyed the
formances consists of students.
degrees fahrenheit. The question is,
spectacle for a good three minutes however, whether or not you ac- faculty and local community
residents.
before offering assistance; which I tually need to improv~ the viscosity
All tickets are for reserved
curtly told him to shove. After the of your oil. If the motor is relatively
seating, the Bo_x Office, located in
intial shock was passed and new and still tight ("Healthy"), you
the Theater for the Performing
tempers cooled he asked me as if I probably don't
because the
Arts opens October 30, from 9:00
was Graham Hill, or something. recommended oil for the machine
What my "personal -opinion" of (say a 10-30 or 10-40) will do the a.m. - 5:00 p.m. daily. Center seat
STP was; I told him that I used "lubricating job over the full range tickets are $2.00 each, side seat
Wynn's Friction Proffing, not STP . of operating conditions without tickets are $1.00 each. For reserfor no other reason than my becoming so thin as to creep up vations and further ticket infather's suggestion, who, I might into the combustion chamber and
formation, telephone (20 I) 527add, had forgotten more about
get burned." Although if the engine 2337.
engines than I'll ever know- give is badly worn and using oil
him a wrench and he's like Merlin
The Theater Guild opens its 1972
regularly it will definetly do good
the Magician. Unlike myself. he
by gumming things up and cutting - 1973 season with a record 6
can even change oil correctly. Well. down oil consumption. Just like a presentations 'of the award-winSTP seems too heavy and never good "motor hone:ii;" it'll postpone ning Peter S,tone and Sherman
stopped my valve tap; Wynn's did. and overhaul for a time, but don't Edwards 'musical ,
"1776".
so therefore I use it. The answer expect oil useto vanish altogether. I November 9 - 11 , and 16 - 18. A
was obviously inefficient but it guess it will help you if you need it; special matinee performance will
satisfied his Meanderthal head and
it w-0n't cut pollution though and be given on Friday, November 10.
he went away whistling. no i know
that's what its all about. right? at l:00p.m. Curtainfortheevening
why mailmen are so merry._
performances is 8:00 p.m. sharp.
Chou.

·" J 776"

hy Luis Sanchez
Time was brief.
The·re wasn't enough for <1ny of
u,s.
It ended as briefly as it hegan.
For some of us it was too late.
The President was assassinated.
Time.
America the Country fell into
social . degradation and moral
decay. Time was changing. What
was America will never be again.
The winds turned foul; the
waters got cloudy; the land eroded.
Nobody ever said anything.
No one said anything because.
perhaps: there was nothing to say.
Sentimentality was abandoned;
friendship was forsakened: love
and soul-along with God were
pushed aside and forgotten in some
' remotely dark corner oftne human
mind.
· It was Dec.• 1963 . Willie and
Shakie rejected their honors and
rewards as "cold and lifeless" . I
went to graduate school. They
went to war as Navy Corpsman
treating the wounded.
On a very fine day. while en
· route to evacuate the wounded .. ..
Conclusion

recent newspaper a nalysis of th e
November election is even near heing correct. This particular poll
broke down support on a state-hystate basis and fou nd th at
McGovern (at th e time th e poll was
conducted) would win onl x four
states and the Di st rict of Columbia. In the McGovern column were
the following st ates: Maryland .
West Virginia. Wisconsin and
Massachusetts. Nixon leads in
every other state in the natio n wi th
varying degrees of support. From a
thirty point advantage in states like
New Jersey. Nebraska. Michigan
and nearly the ent!re South to a t~n
point advantag~ ,m ~uch stat~s as '
New York. Caltforma. Minnesota
and Ohio.
No doubt that by November 7th.
the situation will change to a considerable degree. However. such
reports as these cannot be heartening to the McGovern people. My
own projections on a state-by-state
basis as well as other projections
will appear in this spot next week.
,
Notes aside:
Surely the reason why
McGovern is still doing so poorly
cannot be due to his lack of funds
for television. While I have not
taken a count, there are certainly as
many TV spots for McGovern as
by Guy de Voe
for Nixon. Probably the most
We are told we are living in the
effective Nixon spot on TV is the "Age of Aquaris". A time when
one with the hand coming in and racial, ethnic, and social barriers
wiping out one-third of our Army, will be broken down by the forces
one third of our Marines, half the of Love to make us all brothers and
fleet, and sixteen aircraft carriers. sisters, sharing our thoughts and
If the average voter cannot discern experiences with one another.
the ideological qifferences between Wonderful.
the two candidates, he most cerI began attending Newark State
tainly can understand the meaning this semester as a freshman . After
of this message.
spending time on many campusus
Even the so-called intellectual in the U.S. Canada, and Europe, I
community has experienced an in- had expected the college "comcrease in support for Nixon. A munity" here to be, at least, a freerecent edition of a political science wheeling society, and at most a
journal noted that in I968 only super watered down verision of the
about one - third of the aquariam 'ideal. Instead. I find a
academicians in America voted for mass of people so unNixon. This year, another survey communicative and factionalized.
projected that Nixon and that it almost seems as if there is
McGovern would split this vote sbme unseen caste system at work
down the middle on a fifty-fifty here.
basis.
The reality of our" jig-saw
Not long ago, it was assumed puzzly society" is most evident
that the under-21 vote would go when you observe students spenheavily to McGovern and polls ding their leisure time on campus.
taken on college campuses tended If your skin happens to be black,
to confirm these theories . you go the recreation room in the
However, some sage discovered back store building. This common
that not everyone under 21 attends knowledge. If you have long hair.
college and some quick adjustment wear blue jeans and flannel shirts,
had to be made and-"lo and and fancy yourself as "counterbehold"- it was discovered that culture", most likely you will go to
the recreation room in the student
the under-21 vote will go to Nixon.
center. The sorority and fraternity
It is certainly no surprise that the people hang out in the snack bar.
Republicans have at their disposal Here the situations gets very comfar more sources of revenue than plicated. If you are a member of the
do the Democrats; this has Sigma Beta Chi fraternity, you
traditionally
been the case. make a sharp left as you enter the
However, George McGovern's snack bar. Members of Sigma Beta
plea that "the people" are paying Tau make a right. Each of these,
for his campaign simply does not the major fraternities. has it's own
ring true. The following is taken "turf' plotted out that the members
from the most current edition of observe. The various sororities
Time and reveals that George also have their stations set up surhas "fat cat" contributors. One is rounding these ·two fraternities.
Henry Kimelman, chairman of the The relationships cisisting between
West Indies Corp., who has con- the thirteen or so so.rorities are
tributed over $350,000 in gifts and much too confusing ·10 discuss.
loans to McGovern; Mr. and Mrs.
People in a given situation
Miles Rubin have tossed another usually align themselves with
$300,000 to the McGovern cam- others who share their interests and
paign; Charles Mott, major stoc- values. This is natural and logical.
kholder in General Motors, has Things have always been this way.
given McGovern over $500,000 and probably always will be. But
while Harvard Prof. Martin Perez even so. considering we are suphas contributed.nearly $200.000 to posedly intelligent contemporary
McGovern. What all this adds up minded young adults living in the
to is the fact that a mere five people allegedly ~enlightened" I 970's. isn't
have contributed almost one and the people situation here at
one half million bucks to Newark State just a bit abusrd'!
McGovern . .. So, cut the crap.
Comments welcome
George!
'

Age of
Aquarius
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Rudy
hr Mike Golas

hr Mark llunl'ir ::
The Kawasaki ZI. the ~whv'!'·

Well it looks like Kawasak·i has
really blown the doors oil the
motorcycle industry for this year
with their release of their new 903cc
ZI (4 cylinder. 4 stroke) .
'Everywhere you turn; everywhere
you read; everywhere you go;
everyone is talking about it. The
"trade papers" are just as electrified. if not more so. as thev were
when the original Kawasaki· Mach
Ill came out (500cc. 3 cylinder. 2
stroke-the first superbike-0 to 60 in
4 sec. for under a thousand dollare)
in 1969-70. or in the same period of
time the more ~revolutionarv"
Honda CB 750 (750cc. 4 cylinder: 4
stroke-fastest production motorcycle in the world-but that's all
changed now with the arrival of the
ZI).

Anyway, the new November issue of cycle has thrown more fuel
into the fire. by publishing the first
American Road Test of the Zl. As I
reported last month the Cycle
Guide scooped the story on the
release itself. Now Cycle, in its
usual more polished style. has
taken them one better-a full road
test, one of the best. most through
and most exciting I've ever read . ( It
has to be read in its entirity to be
truely appreciated.)
Cycle asked Mr. Yamada.
General Manager of Kawasaki's
Motorcycle
Division,
"'Considering Kawasaki's experience
with the two-stroke concept. and
considering the critical and
technical success of the 750cc
water-cooled Suzuki. why has
Kawasaki. of all companies.
decided to introduce a four-stroke
touring bike?"'
"Lots of reasons, he said.
Kawasaki wanted to build. in their
words. the King Motorcycle, a bike
beside which the finest motorcycle.
a motorcycle with broad and
profound appeal, a bike that would
leave a hot and smoking scar across
the face of the sport. King Motorcycle. The words came up again
and again. King. And you _just can't
do it. Yamada was saying, with a
two-stroke engine. He explored the
prejudices against the two-stroke
concept. He knew, like most prejudices, that they were largely invalid. He also knew that invalidity
made them no less obdurate. In the
first place, Yamada said. the King
Motorcycle must have an engine
that sounds right. Ying yang ying
yang pop pop pop doesn't get it. He
knew about the Sportster. which
does nothing better than sound like
a Sportster sounds. He knew about
the Honda 750, and its engine note
which has been as important to its
incredible success in the ·united
States as any other factor.- Engine
sound . A critical sales appeal consideration."
"No less important. said
Yamada. is the way the engine
looks. Who could imagine a King

NOTICE

Motorcvcl e with an engine that
IQoked like a two-stroke cn)!inc
lookes. all crankcases and coolin_g
fins'1 The King ... has to have a n
engine that looks impressive. And
only a big four-stroke is right."
"He went on to discuss twostroke vs. four-stroke low-rpm performance
characteristics.
he
touched on economic matters that
dktated the four-stroke concept
for a high-buck motorcycle. and he
talked about emission control and
abnormal combustion in a largedisplacement two-stroke. Besides.
he said. once a street-rider switches
to a four-stroke. he never goes hack
to two-stroke machines."
"As far as displacement was
concerned, he continued. it just
turned out that way. The Japanese
are becoming less and less
concerned with rigid displacement
categories-witness the Suzuki 380
and 550. Rather. Yamada explained, the plan now is to build an
engine that works. and whatever
the size it turns out to be is the size
it turns out to be. Why not make it
a full I0OOcc? Aha. said Yamada.
we'd rather not compete just yet in
a displacement class with anything
that Milwaukee Harley-Davidson
builds. Besides. we don't need anv
more displacement.~
·
Yamada said, "We set out to
make an engine that would deliver
the kind ·o f power that would permit him, and a passenger. and saddlebags full of gear to pass comfortably on the highway. The
engine makes good horsepower at
extremely low rpms. The engine is
tractable, flexible and willing. It
runs on low-test gasoline. and it
can be run on lead free. The engine
breathes well. It is a good engine. It
just happens to make 82
horsepower .
Its
ultimate
horsepower
figures.
Yamada
suggested, were almost a side
effect."
Cycle observed that they "Never
really verbalized during the meeting between the members of the
American motorcycle press and
representatives of the Kawaski factory, but hinted at incessantly: The
Kawasaki 903 is aimed straight and
unwavering at the heart of the
Honda 750 market. Its direction
could be seen in the pages of comparative technical specifications.
and it could be heard again and
again as the people from Kawaski
explained what it was that they had
built, and why."
(Next week; Kawasaki ZI.
Cycle's Road Test Impressions)

Notice
Interested in religious
studies p rag r.am at
N.S.C.?
Indicate and send to campus ministry office.
Program :._______
Name: ________
Address:
Phone#: _ _ _ _ _ __
Year: _________

--------

Lt. Adam
The time was I0:45 /\ . M . In
fifteen minutes Operation Deep
Free7e was to begin. I l.t. Adam
was chosen by N.A. S. A. as the first
man to ever take part in suc h a fantastic _journey. You see. I was to he
preserved by a freezing process.
which would place my body into a
frame of suspended animation. I
would be traveling into an
unknown world which to me would
seem like an instant. But in fact I
was not to be awaken for a
millenium. Every function of the
process would be controlled
automatically by the computer for
the duration of the operation. A
final checking of the instruments
should everything to be in perfect
order. Then the controller signaled
me by a red light that everything
was go and that I should begin my
count. downwards from tern . As
the nummerals decreased I felt
colder and colder. until a point
where it was so cold that I could
not feel anything. Then I began to
feel an internal warmth spreading
all around my body. An instant

lat er eve rythin g went bl ack .
Time rolled bv. da v after da v.
year after year. ·
·
·
Upon opening my eyes I was
stari•ng directl y at the clock . which
read 11 :00 A. M. After quickl y
looking over myself to make sure
everything was 0 . K. I steped out of
the capsule just as the computercontrolled JoJr ,1 pened. Where
was evr · 'lody'1 The control room
was empt:,·. They could not have
forgottr~ me. I opened the door to
the corridor and began to walk
toward the elevator. which would
lead to the surface. Everything in
the building arrived at the ground
floor. Stepping out. I moved 4uickly to the-door panel and started to
manipulate the controls which
would open the manmouth doors
to the outside world.-The door was
moving slowly as the sun peeked
through
its crack . After a
millenium of sleep the sun was a
warm and welcome vision. hut
rather strenuous on the eves. I
detected a funny smell in the· air as
my lungs hyperventilate. The earth
was not as I remember it. There

were no buildings. planes in the
sky. sounds. nothing but the wind
bl owing. My memory revealed to
me a highway. about five miles
awa y. Exploration would be the
best wa y to solve the m ystery at
hand. A feeling of loneliness filled
, my mind . My heading was due
west. toward the sea and the
highway. I walked and walked .
Finding n.9 highway or an y sight of
human life. ~ ma rched persistently
on. Nature provided me with food
to survive. What had happened to
the earth of the past'1 The only signs
of life were the plants. trees. and
some animals. On the morning of
the 6th day of walking I came to the
sea. The last time I gazed upon this
beach there were many hotels and
private homes. New there were just
empty beaches of saniand stone.
My mind was moving frantically in
fear of being alone. Entirely alone.
Looking to the right I noticed what
seemed to be a human leg sticking
out from behind a rock. I dashed
madly towards it. Lying there was
the most beautiful girl I had ever
seen. Touching her hand. It was
cold with no pulse. To the left of
her. she had written something in
the sand. I could not make out the
- writing for the wind had blown
most of it away. But the signature
was clear. It was signed Eve.

_Jazz Impact: Were You Born Too Late?
"Proposition huhT "Yeah. I saw
them last year. they were pretty
good." "Thursday night huh"r'
"Yeah. eight o'clock." "Who else is
with 'em?" "Got me there. I
couldn't tell you." "Tomorrow
night, huhT "Yep tomorrow
night." That was Wednesday.
Thursday

We arrived at T. P.A. at about
7:45 expecting Proposition to
begin at eight. but at eight they
were still practicing, so we had to
sit in the lobby till we were called
for. We sat. and we talked and I
thought it was my imagination but
apparently others noticed it-ioo.
There were strangers among us.
who seemed to be a bit older than
us and even looked a little
different. I mean, sure they had
long hair and beards but they
looked different. casually, _they
looked kinda cool in a way. Like
the kind of guys you could see in
the village before it passed away.
"Excuse me, is your name
Maynard. of sorry, I thought you
were somebody else."
Then word started spreading
around that "Who el.se is with
'em?" was actually a bunch of guys
who were going to play some jazz
for us.
Well all the clues were there. but
evidently we needed something
more subtle - like a two-by-four.
_We weren't kept waiting for long
for about an hour later a two-byfour called "Jazz Impact" began to
lay some rhythm on us.
Our reaction was almost
immediate. as they began a jazz arrangement of"Ainl-t-no Su~shine".
"Jazz Impact" consisted of seven
mus1c1ans who were (with
apologies for spelling) Sonny Russo. Al Cohn. Norm Edge. Derek
Smith. Ron Presty. Mousie Alex-

ander. and Harold Lieberman. The
concert was designed to take us on
a musical time machine to illustrate
the evolution of jazz. They set the
pace for the evening with the Sixieland sound of "When the Saint!i_
Come Marching In", following
that with a Big Band arrangement
of "King Porter's Stomp". The
numbers were lengthened with
some absolutely dazzling solos.
Next stop was Bebop and we were
treated to the Duke Ellington hit.
"Summertime" and ariother turn
called "Scrapple From the Apple".
then on the Rhythm and Blues for
the dynamic sound of "Night
Train". Then tunes began to grow a
bit more familiar as they performed an arrangement of the
Beatie hit "Hey Jude". finally
reaching home-wilh the sounds of
Chicago and Blood Sweat and
Tears, as they ground out C.C.R.'s

hit "Proud Mary".
Now you know w~ weren't letting them off that easily. and you
know they didn't mind staying. A
tune called "Watermelon Man"
completely drained us as they lost
themselves in a spectacular battle
of solos . Who won you ask'! The
audience ... all thirty of us.
As a result I can't help feeling
sorry for myself for missing out on
this era. And anybody else who
ever regretted thal they were born
too late to be able to schlepp into
the Village for an evening and take
in some jamming till about 4 a.m.
should be more sorry than ever
because they missed a fantastic opportunity Thursday night.
In short. "Jazz Impact"
presented a show which produced
an emotional response that on one
end took ten years off my life. but
added at least forty on the other.
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The

As told to Bob Dopko hy an
authentic witch who 1..-ished to
remain anonymousfor the sak~.for
her reputation.
I AM A WITCH ... ! DO NOT
HAVE BLACK.
STRINGY
HAIR OR A GREEN COMPLEXION WITH WARTS ... I DO
NOT CAVORT NAKED IN A
RUINED CHURCH , CALLING
UPON SATAN TO HELP ME
DO EVIL OEEDS ... NOR DO I
FLY OUT ACROSS THE SKY
ON A BROOMSTICK ON
HALLOWEEN ... YET, I AM A
WITCH .. .
Witchcraft is a religion. It
antedates Judaism and Christianity and almost all other forms
of religion. Practitioners of Witchcraft refer to it as the "old
religion."
At the dawn of civiliation.
societies were organized along
matriarchal lines. As modern men
think of God as a male, practitioners of the "old religion" think
of God as a female, or the" Mot her
Goddess." She is a benevolent
goddess and was invoked for love
spells, and spells of the same
positive nature. Co-ruling below
her is the "Homed God." He was
invoked for more violent spells,
like attack and revenge. Primitive
witches worshipped the forces in
Nature, both good and bad, this is
how the images of these two gods
developed. ·
Before the advent of Christianity, witches were regarded as
good people. They had an intimate
knowledge of medicine, herbs, and
the workings of" Mother Nature."
Coupled with an innate psychic
power, they were people to be reckoned with. As Christianity came
into being and began to flourish, so
began the poisoning of the peoples'
minds against witches. They were
considered evil, their powers coming from the Devil. HOW COULD
OUR POWERS COME FROM
THE DEVIL? THE DEVIL WAS
AN INVENTION OF THE
CHURCH TO FRIGHTEN
PEOPLE FROM COMMITING
SIN ... OUR RELIGION BEGAN
THOUSANDS OF CENTURIES
BEFOR E CHRISTIANITY!
As the Church gained more and
more power, it began to make more
and more outrageous charges
against witches . "Fire and

-th About Witchcraft
brimstone" speeches by furious
Church priests frightened the very
same people that once regarded
witches as mostly benevolent. Seizing upon the image of the "horned
God," it eventually became the
church's Devil. WHERE ONCE
OUR ABILITIES WERE USED
MOSTLY FOR GOOD. THEY
WERE NOW CONDEMNED AS
EVIL. OUR KNOWLEDGE OF
THE BENEFITS OF HERBS
AND THE WORKINGS OF THE
HUMAN
BODY
WERE
REGARDED AS "GIFTS"
FROM THE DEVIL.
As a result, Witchcraft became a
"secret cult." Thousands of innocent people were tortured and
burned at the stake during the
frenzied lnquistions the Church
condoned in Europe, and later in
Salem, Massachusetts. IS IT ANY
WONDER WHY WE REMAIN
SECRETED A WAY?
Even today, much of the real
religion of Witchcraft remains a
mystery to outsiders. Therefore. it
is shrouded with fabrications of
Black Masses and secret meetings
with Satan. This is where all the
confusion lies; Satanism and Witchcraft are two different religions.
Satanism is the inevitable worship
of the Devil. A Satanist worships
evil; wanting only power and
success at any or anybody's expense. These are the poeple who
truly practice the Black Arts. Their
ceremonies are blasphemous. overtly mocking the Catholic rituals of
prayer and mass. Satanists must
perform sacrifices t-o appease their
warped god; they are the ones who
are mistakenly called witches. ,
Pick up any fiction about Witchcraft. There is always a scene
where. a coven of thirteen witches
are gathered together in a ruined
church at midnight. A defrocked
priest leads this unholy group in a
rite call.ed the Black Mass: The
Catholic Mass is read backwards,
substituti ng evil for good, Satan
for God. The sacrifice is made; the
host is defiled in any one of a
thousand sickening ways. The
whole demonic ceremony ends up
in an orgy of the wildest sexual
perversions. The book will go to
great length to explain that this is a
Sabbat. However, there are a few
things very wrong with this
episode. The coven of witches is ac-

tually a coven of Satanists. Witches
don't have a Devil. REMEMBER
THAT THE "OLD RELIGION"
EXISTED WAY BEFORE THE
CATHOLIC MASS WAS EVEN
THOUGHT OF!
If you were to attend a· real Sabbat, what would you find'! Come
with me to one of mine. I work
alone. so it will be easy to explain.
(Of course, I could join a coven if I
so desired; there is no set number of
members in a coven.)
There are four great Sabbats in
the witches' year. These days are
times when the psychic energy of
the world is at it's greatest. and we
set out to trap that energy. The four
major Sabbats are: CANDLEMASS, February 2nd:
BELTAl')IE, April 30th: LAMMAS , August 1st: and
HALLOWEEN, the first da y of the
·witches' new year. However. the
usual Sabbat falls on Saturday
night. This can vary depending on
the type of spell one may want to
cast. As a rule, good spells are cast
when the moon is waxing: spells of
protection, vengeance, and
countermagic are cast when the
moon is waning.
My Sabbat is about to
begin ... The first thing I do is to
make a magi'c circle on the floor.
This is generally viewed as a
protection against hostile entities.
and it is the place to focus the
power raised during the ceremony.
The circle is nine feet in diameter. It
is made with my"cingulum" or witches' cord. This is a piece of cord
with three knots, alongs it's six foot
length, to help measure out a triple
circle. I attach one end of my "cingulum" to the floor, and stretching irtautly, -I wrap the other end
about my "athame." The "athame"
is a black hilted knife with a steel
blade about six inches long. I use it
to draw my magic circle; it is used
for anything that has to be ritually
cut, dug, engraved, or pierced. The
circle is drawn clockwise, always
turning to the right. When the first
circle is drawn, the procedure is
repeated twice, making progressively smaller circles. Now the circle is exorcised by sprinkling and
censing t_o the four courners: east,
south, west, and north. always
traveling clockwise.
Other major working tools I
need to a_ssist me during the

Horror Films: In Best of Health
Since l 910, there have been
thirteen film variations of the
Frankenstein story. Dracula runs a
close second, with eleven films to
his name since 1931. And Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde has appeared
on the screen in nine versions since
1908. And now, says editor T. J.
Ross, "some of the most gifted of
the younger filmmakers have been
drawn to working within the
conventions of the horror film
form."
What has kept three generations
of Americans intrigued by these
films. glued to their TV's watching
re-run after re-run, flocking to the
movie houses to see yet another
tale of terror? In FOCUS ON THE
HORROR FILM, to be published
by Prentice-Hall on November 3.
1972. contributors- ranging from
Ernest Jones and X. J .' Kennedy to
Ray Bradbury and Jack
Kerouac- delve into the reasons
why the genre holds such fascination for us.
As R. H. W. Dillard sees it. the
horror film "sets out to purge us of
our fear of death by exposing us to
death as we have never seen it
before." Or. as X. D. Kennedy
notes in his article on Kin!( Kon!(.
there is a· definite parallel between
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King Kong's plight in the concrete author o{The Film Experience and
jungles of New York City and our · editor qf Focus on Blow-Up. He
own sense of being lost amidst the has contributed articles on drama
pa apher alia of modern and film to such journals as
technology. In Kennedy's wo_rds. Mod~rn Drama: College English,
"there's far more truth about upper and The Psychoanalytic Review.
middle class American life in Kin!( T. J. Ross is Prqfessor of tnglish at
Kong than there is in the last seven Fairleigh Dickinson University ane
dozen novels of John P. Mar- is editor qf Film and the Liberal
quand ."
Contributor John
Arts. A rexular contributor on
Thomas offers another ex- .films to December, he has also
planation for our deep affinity for wrillen .frequently for such jQurhorror movies, finding in them a nals as The New Republic, Masresponse to "the incomprehensible sachusetts Review, Dissent. and
objective world that threatens to Film Quarterly.
render life meaningless."
Complementing the more
general essays on the development
and meaning of the horror film
genre are articles on specific
movies- such as I Walked with a
Zombie, Freaks, The Birds.
Repulsion, and Rosemary's Baby.
Readers of FOCUS ON THE
HORROR Fl LM are sure to come
away from the book with a keener
understanding of the genre- and
will watch such· old favorites as
HAPPY HALLOWEEN!
Dracula and Frankenstein with
from all us
new appreciation the next time
ghouls and goblins
they come on TV.
in the Independent.
Roy Huss, Pr~fessor ~f Enxlish at
Queens Collexe. C. U. N. Y.. is co-

ceremony are: the witches' cup.
which holds the water for exorcism; the "thurible." which burns
incense appropiate for the spell to
be cast; and firrally, the book which
contains all my spells, The Book of
Shadows.
When l consecrate and step into
my magic circle. it is much like go-

ing to Mass or Temple. I am worshipping my gods. Whe I say my
spells it is much like the ritual
prayers Christians and Jews say.
when they are asking for blessings
and forgiveness. A little hard to
believe? Isn't it tire that all prayers
are really asking for something'!

Spooky Tooth
(continued from pa!(e 8)
all the big music halls and gained
even bigger success. At this point
the band_ returns to jolly ole
England. and together with Pieere
Henri the French electric genius
that cut the second A.&M. album
called "Ceremony". Although it
was an extraordianry album it sa nk
low on the charts and thi s album
also began the splitting up of the
band as a result of musical
differences. Gary Wright left the
band to form his own group called
Extraaction. Three months later.
and after their last American tour,
Greg, Rid by, left the group to join
Humble Pie. Andrew Leigh former
basser with the penetrating eyes
replaces Greg and the band goes
on ... Then in I 970, Luther leaves
the group to go solo, and former
Grease Band guitarist Henry
McCulloch joins. Andrew leaves
the group after their last British
hamelet, and is replaced by exGrease Band bassist Alan Spenner.
Leaving only Mike Harrison and
Kelly from the original band .
Spooky Tooth released their last
album entitled the "Last Pufr'. a
truly fine album an,d one of the best
albums of '71. After a jig on the
I Ith of June, '71, at Croyden the
sound of Spooky Tooth is to be
heard no more.
Mike Kelly leaves to form Three
Man Army with two former -Cun
men and Mike Harrison forms a
band with two Vip members that
left to go back to school and calls it
Junkyard Angel. Bother groups
cut the album and they are released
in Amerika: Alan Speener and

Henry McCulloch re_1orn Grease
Band and Henry now plays lead
guitar for Paul McCartney's
Bound Wimp . Thus the falling of
Spooky Tooth from an obsure
band called the VJ P's. to one of
Britians most successful bands.
In 1972 Mike Kelly leaves Three
Man Army to tour America with
British duo. Parrish and Gurrvit_v
and hi s now drummer for ex-Humble Pie. Guitarist Pete Framstons
new group Frampstons Camel.
And as of press time Junkyard
Anxel has split and Gary Wright
has renamed his extractions group
Wonder When.
Thus the story of Spooky Tooth.
England's top notch group. like all
good things have gone their
seperate way.s
Next week kids. we will be discussing (l

Evening of
Silvia Plath
(continuedfrom pa!(e 2)
poetry is made to.operate as a control on the actions apd responses of
the characters. •. ·
The cast for FRAGMENTS incluse Patricia Brown. Diane
Szmaydy. and Jayne Zat7. in the
role of Esther Greenwood . The
poetry is read by Diane Blume.
Patricia Bolger. Benjamin Marshall. Elaine Mulcahy. Moira
O'Brien. Joey Ordfice. and Ron
Skorton. Susan Drake is assistant
director as well as a poetrv reader.
The production is directed by
Peggy Dunn of the Department of
Eriglish.
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' SPONSORS
PHOTO SHOW ~
•

IN THE LITTLE .GAL LERY
OF THE ST'U OENT CENTER
REQUIREMENTS:
(1) You must be a member of NSC college community.
(2) Any form of photographic image will be accepted.
(3) Every work will be displayed, but be critical and submit only the best.
,

(4) Material must be show readied; mounted, framed, etc ...
There are no prizes, for each piece
is a very important part of the
photographer, and we feel
unqualified to rate the works.
Pictures may be sold at the display.

Purpose:
=--·fo_
r the enjoyment of the Community
For more information Contact the
Independent Office at 355-0174
or Come to the office in the
Student Center Building.

THANKS - HOPE TO HEAR FROM YOU ALL.
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 17, 1972 (FRIDAY)

•

The Explore Student Organization Encounter
Committee presents its Fifth year of programming. Each year new and innovative programs
have been made available to satisfy a variety
of needs and interests. The programs are
open to all members of the college community
and frien ds of the college generally at no
cost to the participants.
If you are interested in attending any of the
groups please fill out and return the enclosed
form to the Student Act ivities Office in the
College Center.
Program: Encounter with Jesus
trainer: Father Merdinger
Tuesdays, 3:00 PM
Chaplains Office St. Act. Bldg.
A personal beginning in the art
of prayer and meditation on the person
an~d presence of Jesus Christ.
Program: Explore.
trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun
Tuesdays, 3:00 PM , CC Meeting Room
An open-ended encounter group dealing with
people, motivation, risk-taking, seeing ,
and feeling. The direction of Explore
is determined by the participants.
Program: Hatha Yoga
trainer: Integral Yoga Institute
Thursdays, 1:40 P.M., gym A (dance studio)
A course designed to introduce the participant
to yoga of body and breath mastery; to achieve a harmonious
relationship within the universe of one's mind and body
and to become aware of the corresponding effects this has on
one's psychic system (Wear loose clothing .).
Program: RAJA YOGA FOR CHILDREN
trainer: Ron Meislu
Tuesdays , 7:00 P.M., gym A (dance studio)
A beginning program taught by a disciple of a
famous Indian yogin . Emphasis is on longevity
and spiritual bliss. A three-part course
concentrating on : Introduction to Raja ; Finding a guru ;
Building a new life style. (Wear loose clothing .)
Program: Personal Growth
trainer: Bob Seamen
Wednesdays, 7:00 P.M., College Center Meeting Room
This group will make use of the Bell and Howell
Encountertapes as a basis for providing
educational experiences through group encounter
and interaction .
Program: Explore in the Evening
trainers: Nancy Schwartz and Joel Marshall
Thursdays, 7:45 P.M., College Center Meeting Room
Self-explorations through group interaction .
Experience new ways of understanding and
relating to yourself and others.
·
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Program: Sexual Feelings
trainer: Don Maroun
Wednesdays , 3:00 PM , CC Meeting Room
Sharing of sexual feelings and attitudes
to move towards understanding and
acceptance of you and them .
Program: Group Experience ·
trainer: Marcella Haslam
Thursdays, 4:00 PM, CC Meeting Room
A group coricentrating on the act of
working together, of experiencing shared
feelings, and developing trust. Emphasis
will shift according to the needs of the/
group.
Program: Astrol ogy and Yo u
trainer: Jan Jackson
Thursdays, 3:00 PM , Coffee House
Discussion of Astrological signs
and how they influence your personality
and inter-personal relationships.
Program: Turn-off
trainer: Don Maroun
Fridays, 12:30, CC Meeting Room
Hypnosis and alpha conditioning
provide the basis for exploration of
self and alternate states of

consciousness via turning off tension ,
anxiety and non-think.
Program: Silva Mind Control
trainer: Lee Lazowick - time to be announced
Alpha brain wave control as pioneered by
Jose Silva, of the Institute of Psychogientology.
May be presented as determined by student
interest and cost.
Program: Transcendental Meditation
trainer: Steven Richter
a simple technique which takes the
attention naturally from the ordinary
thinking level to. the source of
thought, the inner Being, the
reservoir of energy and intelligence.
Introductory Lectures
Thursday, Oct. 12 1:40 PM I Little Theatre
7:30 PM - Downs, Lounge
Thursday, Oct. 19 1:40 PM - Little Theatre
7:30 PM - Downs, Lounge
Program: Speed Reading
trainer: David Gold
Tuesday, 1:40 P.M., Library 201
Interested in increasing reading speed while
maintaining and improving comprehension and understanding? Good , that's just what we are interested in.
PROGRAM: Women 's Consciousness Raising
TRAINER: Linda Podoleski
Thursday, 1:40 P.M., TV Lounge
Discussions dealing with women and their roles
in today's society. Topics included are women
and money, dependency, our bodies , sexuality and the true meaning of liberations. Women 's
own experiences will be shared .

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

return to Student Activities Office
College Center Building
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Notes of a Rcldical
now is how to flip over, as in jujitby Harvey Jackson
The following article is made up of su, the magnificent growth-energy
excerpts from a speech by Gary · of modern civilization into a
Snyder. (Sir George Williams nonacquisitive search for deeper
University, 1970, printed knowledge of self and nature. Selfnature. Mother nature. If people
transcript)
•
come to realize that there are man y
The treasure of life is richness of nonmaterial, nondestructive paths
stored information in the diverse of growth- of the highest and most
genes of all living beings. If the fascinating order- it would help
human race, following on some set dampen the common fear that a
of catastrophes , were to survive at steady state economy would mean
the expense of man y plant and deadly stagnation.
animal spepes, it would be no vic- · · I spent a few years, some time
tory. Diversity provides life with back in and around a training
the capacity for a multitude of place. It was a school for monks of
adaptations and response to long- the Rinzai branch of Zen Budr ange changes on the planet. The dhism, in Japan. The whole aim of
possibility remains that at some the community was personal and
future- time another evolutionary universal Ii beration. In thi s quest
line might carry the development for spiritual freedom every -man
of consciousness to clearer levels marched strictly to the same drum
than our fam ily of upright in matters of hours of work a nd
meditation. In the teacher's room
primates.
The United States, Europe, the one was pushed across sticky barSoviet Union, and Japan have a riers into vast new spaces. The
habit. They are addicted to heavy training was traditional and had
energy use, great gulps and injec- been handed down for centions of fossil fuel. As fossil-fuel turies- but the insights are7 orever
reserves go down, they will take fresh and new. The beauty,
dangerous gambles with the future refinement and truly civilized
health of the biosphere (through quality of that life has no match in
nuclear power) to keep up their modern America. It is supported
habit.
by hand labor in small fields,
For several centuries Western gathering brushwood to heat the
civilization has had a priapic drive bath, well-water and barrels of
for material accumulation, con- homemade pickles. The unspoken
tinual extentions of political and motto is "Grow Will Less." In the
economic power, terme-d training place I lost my remaining
"progress." In _the Judaeo-Chris- doubts about China.
The Buqdhists teach respect for
tian world view men are seen as
working out their ultimate des- all life, and for wild systems. Man's
tinies (paradise? perdition?) with life · is totally dependent on an
planet earth as the stage for the interpenetrating network of wild
dramatrees and animals mere syetems. Eugene Odum, in his
props, nature a vast supply depot. useful paper, "The Strategy of
Fed by fossil fuel, this relgio- Ecosystem Development," points
economic view has become an un- out how the United States has the
controllable cancerous growth. It characteristics of a young
may finally choke itself, and drag ecosystem. Some American Indian
cultures
have
"mature"
much e\se down with it.
The \onging for growth is not characteristics:
protection
as
wrong. The nub of the problem against production, stability as

against growth, quality as against
quantity. In Pueblo societies a kind
of ultimate democracy is practiced.
Plan'9 and animal s are also peop~ .
and, through certain rituals and
dances, are given a place ~nd a
voice in the political discussions of
the humans . The y · are
"represented:" "Power to all the
people" must be the slogan.
On Hopi and Navajo land , at
Black Mesa, the shole issue is
revolving at this moment. The
cancer is eating away at the brest of
Mother Earth in the form of stripmining. This to -provide electricity
for Los Angeles. The defense of
Black Mesa is being sustained by
traditional Indians, young Indian
militants and longhairs. Black
Mesa speaks to us through an ancient, complex web of myth. She is
sacred territory. To hear her voice
is to give up the European word
"America" and accept the new-old
name for the continent, "Turtle
Island."
The return to marginal farmland
on the part of longhairs is not some
nostalgic replay of the nineteenth
century. Here is a generation of
white people finally ready to learn
from the Elders. How to live on the
continent as though our children,
and on down, for many ages, will
still be here (not on the moon).
Loving and protecting this soil,
these trees, these wolves. Natives of
Turtle Island.
A scaled-down, balanced
technology is possible, if cut loose
from the cancer of exploitationheavy industry-perpetual growth .
Those who have already sensed
these necessities and have begun.
whether in the country or the city,
to "Grow with less," are the only
counterculture that counts. Electricity for Los Angeles is not
energy. As Blake said: "Energy is
Eternal Delight."

Would
Fear and Mumbling:
You Choose
Would You Repeat That? "Brand X"?
by Syringe Keckajar
An excerpt from: Fear and Mumbling
from Chap. 17 "Feculent lnfinde

overpowering sense of moral duty
by J. Francis
in ethical concepts of everyday life,
Yes, Virginia, people still do
and the other representing blush.
peculiarities of some sort . He not
Imagine yourself taking an acBulums"
only deals with both of these neces- quaintance tO see a free movie and,
Regard if you, in a purely semi- sities, but - must become then· instead of finding "The Anconscience (for all we know of the successively. This "becoming" (a dromeda Strain" which was adversemantics of the mind) wa y, the beekomink) a thusly will refer to a tised, you find a closeup on the
sit'jltion of ABRAHAM . .,The statement (not n;garded as a screen of two nudes copulating,
question which is more like a proposition in this case because of and not a single distracting _suh-,
temptation, (lnfectdtongue) is the teleological suspension of the tlety.
whether or not Abra ha m, whom ethical (you forgot about that)
You think its going to end and ,
God chose for the supnime expres- didn't ya!?)) with the word used as being kind of "cool", you nonsion of existence, can teleologically such. Abraham enters these stages - chalantly grab a coupl e of seats • suspend a n ethical. Thi s i;thical (the becoraj,ngs) and emerges without daring to look at your
need not be a heavy ethical, it could himself: Otherwise he exits a noth- date. But the scene doesn't end .
be any·one of a number of ethicals ing and Abraha m lost because fa ith Yo ur date suggest~ a cigarette a nd
weighing between 2.8 and 6.7 exists because it never existed and yo u both beat it to the lo bby to _j oin ·
groms depending o n-the strength of more than li kel y he'll fin ally get the twent y or so other blushers who
the suspenders. Thi-s he ac- around to it and perish on despai r ,, had the same experience. ,"Funny
complished by mea ns too - co m- or not havi ng suspended his thing," yo u t hink to yourself, "The
plicated to resolve here. * I
ethicals correctly.
Andromeda St rai n" was n't rated
After suspending the ethica l a nd
The uphot of all this "becoming"
"X". So, after one cigarette, back
anyt hing else in the way, Abraha m unsuspended business is that in the you sta rt for your seats. The scene
must sow deal heroically a nd end, who the hell cares except fo r has changed slightly, BUT they a re
calmly with two knights, one God, and He's not tellin' no body still doing it... with no di stractin'g
representing the climb in nothing. * I It was at this time that · subtleties.
rationalit y and the accompanying Frankie, SK's own (infectdtongue)
This . happened a few Sunday
was involved with another and SK
nights ago right here at Newark
Public Notice:
obviously didn't feel like hasseling State's now almost notorious TPA.
The Social Welfare Club is this point. Or in his own words
And this is how come.
pleased to announce that all "you fi~ure it out, Schizo."
The Andromeda Strain was the
Freshmen-this
means Ed. Note: The recent theory that scheduled feature; however, your
you-are cordially invited to Syringe Kirkajar's entire works College Center Board threw in one
attend our next meeting on were written by Victor Borge's section of "Brand X" as a sort of
Tues., Oct.
. free hour at the father and brought to this country educational supplement. Either
same place it was held last by him in an old piano as a_joke has that or, perhaps _just as a "Fun"
week. So if you 're into the bei:m given creedence lately in an
thing.
cultural revolution and want to article on the Sr. Mr. Borges recent
A spokesman for CCB said the
get it on with the sub-culture, commitment to 1ni''Asylum (funny film, which comes in two sections:
come on down and groove with farm).
was · meant to be a- satire on
our club. We will begetting into
television but - more to the point some heavy things· and would .
it impressed me as being an aborlike to share some of these ven- ·. ,
tion of love.
tures with youJ
'
"
Whether or not the film is
·~· ~y-_,,...-,...,...i.,.-;,:....,.

.,..l,Jil:·i,!,,~,~..... -0-:.'Yllo
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Scholarship Fund
Sponsors LuncheonFa_shion Show
UNION, N.J. The Barbara Ann native of Neptune, New Jersey. was
,Tuffel Scholarship Fund will hold born on March 5, 1948 and died on
its annual awards luncheon and March 5, 1970. She was a resident
fashion show on Sunday, October of Whitman Hall Dormitory, a nd a
29, 1972, I:00 p. m. in the Embassy member of the senior class purRoom of the Town 'n Campus suing _a degree in special education.
Banquet Center on Morris According to the Fund Chairman ,
Avenue, Union, New Jersey. "Barbara Ann had an ea rnest commitment to help her fellow ma n.
Donations are $8.50 per person.
The fa shion show will be and she was respected by all. The
presented by Mrs. Marie Lewis of very qualities which made Barthe Royal Fabric Shop in bara's life such a fine huma n examEnglewood, New Jersey a nd Miss ple are those upon which we have
Jessi e Berry of Fine Lines in New established this tribute."
York City and Newark. New
In 1970 the students who began
Jersey. These prominent young the fund raising drive for thi s anfashion designers are donating nual schola rship wrote:
their time to the Scholarship Fund .
"Barbara is gone from us. yet the
The Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship is awarded once a year spark that she kindled in us still
to a Newark State College student burns. In her memory, we at
Newark State College establish a
who is a member of a minority
Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship.
group, and who is involved in activities directed toward the im- so that the joy and warmth and
provement of campus life for love that was Barbara will live
minority group students. This forever."
Tickets and further information
student must be either a junior or
senior with a satisfactory are available at Newark State
College in the Office of Student
cumulative average. The recepient
of this year's award will be an- ' Activities (527-2294), The Excepnounced and the scholarship tional Educational Opportunities
Program (527-2080), or the Office
presented at the award's luncheon.
of Financial Aid (527-2050).
Miss Barbara Ann Tuffel. a

Truckin' With
Transtrek
by Bob Dopko
(with permission from Transtrek
Travel Agency)
If you're tired of expensive package deals to overcrowed
European beaches and ski resorts,
Transtrek ~ Expeditions is offering
you a chance to experience a whole
"new" world. Meet civilizations
with ways unchanged for centuries;
sleep out under a galaxy of stars;
watch snake charmers hypnotise
cobras; join in a shish-kebab
barbeque on a de~erted beach;
listen to the wailing of Arab
musicians as dancers twist and turn
in an almost uncontrollable frenzy.
A spirit of adventure and the desire
to try something "really" different
are the only qualifications for those
who are interested.
Join a young, mixed group of
people on an expedition route of a
lifetime, by specially : equipped

minibuses, to Morocco, Tunisia,
Algeria, Greece, Turkey, or India.
Transtrek
Expeditions are
relatively inexpensive starting
from $112. Basic itineraries of each
expedition are set, however. they
allow as much freedom en toute as
possible. The basic costs of each
expedition do not generally include
food, because most people prefer
to taste the native dishes of the
counties they are in.
Transtrek also offers a Winter
Expedition starting from $175.
These expeditions combine skiing
above the clouds of the Atlas
Mountains, in North Western Africa. with a desert expedition to the
edge of the Sahara. This cornbination of sand, sun, and snow is a
very unique and exciting holiday.
For information, regarding the
Transtrek Exaeditions, please contact Jean Corradi at 541-7430.

A stop in the Sahara Desert during a Transtrek ~xpedition. (Phote
courtesy of Transtrek Travel Agency).

technically obscene is probably a
moot question. However, before
considering the second half of
"Brand X" for another week's
sneak preview, perhaps the CCB
ought to read the May 19th, 1970
review in the New York Times
which berates the film and, incidentally, describes the "scene"
"as tireless as it is endless."
Kay Acoustic Electric Guitar. 3 pi c kups, 3
tone & 3 volume controls. $55.00. Call Bob

at 353-8926.

Foreign Car Tune-up. Includes parts (plugs,
points, condenser, rotor)
and labor. Also timing and
carburetor
adjustment.
Any 4-cylinder auto :
$30_:o· o. Guaranteed work.
Call Bob, 353-8926.
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ACROSS
1, Ea r ly Explorer
5, Group of Eight
10. Ame rican Inventor
14, Ceylon Aborigine
15 , Baron
16, Wall Part
17, Help
18 , Large Crowd
19. French River
20, Educators
22 , Nat ural Ability
24 , Ra bbit
25 , Lounge About
26 , Vacillates
29 . Abhorred
JJ . Watchful
J 4, Ope ra Singer
J5 , Column Part, Var ,
J6, Girl's Nickname
37 . Path
J8, Dog's Name
)9 , Comparative Word
40, Vandals
41. Speak
42 , Place of Employment
44 . Theater Employees
45 , Bumpkin
46, To One Side
47 , Move Quickly
50 , Glistens
54 , Sightseeing Trip
55 , __ Frome
57, Smal l Quantity
58. Militar y Branch
59, __ Reich
60, Historic Ship
61 , Style
62 , Mis s Berger
63, Grow l

DOWN

-r:-French State
2. Ceremonial Garment
J , Notion
4 , Salinger Novel
5, Additional Ones
6, Task
7 , Sailors
8, Finish
9 , Abstinence fro m Drink
10, Tennyson Work
11 , Flower Container
12. East of
lJ. Kind
21 , Movie Cowboy
2J, Beer
25, Overa lls
26, Los Angeles District
27, Hawa iian Greeting
28 , Corrupt
29, Girl's Na me
JO, Hackneyed
Jl , Senior
J2, House Essentials
J4 , Inebriated
)7 , Growths of Bushes
41 , Drug Taker
4J , Italian Pronoun
44, African Country
46, Separated
47, Photocopy
48 , Conservative
49, Cut of Beef
50, Leg Part
51, Next to 49-Down
52, Active Volcano
53 , German State
56 , Article
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Newark _$tate Col 18ge
Mid Year SJudy Program
Presents
l

EUROPEAN STUDY TOUR
DECEMBER 28, 1972 to JANUARY 24, 1973

3 co llege credits
'

'

A twenty-five day travel course designed to introduce the student to the cµlture , history. and aesthetics of Europe.
I I

'I

I

$657.00

>

I,

J

•
I

(

I'

_Highlights: Leave NYC on December 28 and arrive in Paris for seven days including NEW
YEAR'S EVE PARTY IN PARIS . Visit: Brussels, Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
Frankfurt, The
\
Black Forest, The Alps, Milan, Florence, Venice, Rome, Nice, Dijon. Return home on January
24.

Price includes air transportation, transfers from Paris Airport to Hotel and return, rail transportation, hotel accommadations and breakfast, taxes and gratuties at all hotel, U.S. Departure
Tax, and tuition.
Application forms can be obtained from Mr. Ed Williams, Willis Hall Room 103.

Costa Do Sol
Rose.

Haveit..1
WhenyoUve

H E: I finished the cups, teaspoons,
kn ives, forks , salad bowl and
egg beaters. W h at's next?
SHE: Two glasses of Costa Do Sol.
Let's drink up . .. before you do
th e pots and pans.

Costa Do Sol vintage rose. Slightly
sweet, refreshing taste. Estatebottled and cork-sealed for the
working glass.

Full Quart
Impor ted from Portu_g al

I mpor ted from th e Sun Coast of Por tugal by the Allens of M. S. Walker, Inc., Bos ton, Massachusetts.

Laughing
Championships
Even sports fans who take their comes up with such stra nge
favorite passtime seriously will be situations as the pitcher who
plun ged in to uncont ro ll a ble throws a curve but neglects to
hilarit y by Richard Armo ur's 45th throw the ball , the bird tlDg who
book, a gem of humor which has heard that it is impolite to
instills laughter into golf, tennis, point, and the prison football team
baseball, football,
basketball, that has one pro, while everyo ne
skiing, wrestling, boxing, fi shing, else is a con.
Armour wrote for several yea rs
billiards, horse racing. skeet shoot- ·
ing you name it! in A ll in· Sport for Sports Illustrated, where some
of these pieces originall y appeared .
( McGraw-Hill, $5 .95)
Most. however. are new, with fresh
Some 40 sports acquire new a nd twists of wordplay a nd wit. As the
unex pected dimensions . in thi s a utho r himself sees it, this is a boo k
treasury of t he a bsurd, by way of fo r lovers of sport a nd lovers of
100-odd wild, word-j uggling ve rses lovers of spo rt.
illustra ted by Leo Hershfie ld .
Arm o u r's lig ht verse has
Armour, who Ogden Nas h calls a ppeared in over 200 pu blications,
"? master of his craft," twists the from The New Yorker to The Wa ll
meani ng of a wo rd wi th fl exi bility Street Journal. Hershfie ld has
a nd dis patch even when he is not illustrated numerous boo ks a nd his
'deliberately punning. Appl ying his illust rations have a ppeared in
vivid imagi natio n to sports. he ma ny magazines.

SAY KIDS...
WHAT TIMf IS IT?f

THllRSDA Y. OCTOB'ER 26, 1972

Squir·es Humbled 4 7-7
The Jersey Cit y Gothics. utili1 ing speed on the ground and in th e
air. reall y put the wood to the
Newark State team last Friday
night. The Squires let the game get
away from them and the Gothics.
taking advantage of every Newark
mistake. just poured it on . They
took the opening kick o ff and
scored . they blocked our first punt
and scored and ca used a nother turnover and scored and before the
Squires knew what hit them the y
were down 20-0. The rest of the
game has no importance in being
told for the Gothjcs maintained a
steady pressure on the Newark
offense and forced turnovers and
capitalized on them. One bright
note was the fact that the Squires
drove 80 yards to score in the La.s t
Quarter and James Wilder did the
honors and with Bill Crilley's kick
made the score 47-7 salvaging a little pride for the team .
The team as a whole performed a
lot better in the second half then
the first and showed some good
· points. Several players stood out
during the day and performed well
under much pressure. Joe Schaffren and Fred Brown played good
games and the linebacking of Steve
Zamek was tremendous during the
long periods of time the defense
was on the field . James Wilder
made some fine runs and Tom
Diagocome played a solid game
against some tough opposition .
The last period touchdown did a
lot for the morale of the team as it
was the result of a long gain and
not a fluke. All in all it was just a
que;tion of general better · team
speed and a strong forcing defense
that made things tough for the
Squires.
The team -in all its history (I
know. I've been there) has always
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been a very predictable one. That
is. they always end up loosing to
who they are supposed to and beating who they are supposed to .
Nope. there aren't any upsets or
suprises in our history just a lot of
tough ones we lost and games
where we were robbed or some
other alibi that just covers up the
fact that we came up short. Well
the team is playing Seton Hall on
Saturday and as it stands now they
are a team that is supposed to beat
us. I can't imagine a better time or a
better situation for the team to
break a old habit and start a new
one than this Saturday night at
Seton Hall. I'm expecting the
biggest attendance a team has ever
had to be there and to raise a lot of
support and enthusiasm for this
game. It would be a good idea for
all the frats and sororites to bring
their pledges and have a good time.
The team is set and we have to win
this one for ourselves. our coaches.
our school and most important of
all for our team PR IDE. See you
there at the Seton Hall Field .
Comments. John Schaffren carried from field with serious foot injury and is not expected to play.
Jeff Ferguson, reserve linebacker.
suffered shoulder separation and
Squires
are
looking for
linebackers. Best bet to replace
Schaffren is Walt Lykosh from
offensive line ... Mike Shern working out and coming along fairly
well from rib injury .. . Seton has
stumbled to a fine record and will
be looking for an easy win.

Hapry Birthday,
Mary Demsky!
- You're finally twenty-one!

Sorority
Game
(conlinueclfrom (IGKe 10)

worthwhile committees tha t as a
non-member she would not be able
to take part in. Her particula r
sorority is supporting an Indian
child.
Upon being asked if there was
competition among· the sororities.
one member said that competition
is "healthy" and that their onl y
contest was an annual group sing.
The fraternities also compete in
this contest . judged by professional
musicians. teachers and a Barbershop Quartet. There are no beauty
competitions
or
best-dressed
contests that are limited to sorority
members, she ex.plained.
After being told how non~joiners
consider the initiation procedures.
one sorority sister just smiled .
"They donft 1seen1 't~ realize." she
commented, "that Hell Week. the
time when girls try-out for the
sorority they want to join. makes
the girls appreciate the group more
as a whole. The idea of sisterhood
is stressed and the tasks an .
interested girl must perform makes
her more responsive to the
organization's purpose." Another
sister compared the initiation to
the earning of a good grade. She
said that "a person appreciates
something more when it is not
easily attainable. If one works very
hard and earns a good grade it has
more value than if it was easy to
achieve."
Such are the opinions of some
students who will be playing the
, sorority game or just sitting in the
peanut gallery watching. If you
should walk into the Student
Center and see large groups of girls

Boaters
Drop Two
.
B ig Games;
Tougher To Come
/

team habit of getting caught up too
far and thus allowing too many
breakaways that have made the
Squires pla y from behind in both
games.
.
In the Montclair game the team
gave up a 3-0 lead to Montclair and_
though they played the Indians to a
standoff the rest of the game they
Fine Art Students
still played in a whole and had to
play catchup. Peter Alli and Brian
(continuedfrom [IG!.{e JJ
Molloy scored for the Squires but
very helpful to the student.
At the present the F.A.S.A. is- ' it was too little and too late as the
team dropped its second
working towards a re-vamping of
conference game.
the Visual - Comprehensive ReIn a stunning contest the Squires
quirement and setting up counjust
fell apart defensiv.ely and gave
ciling sessions for any FA major or
upperclassman that will need help ·the visiting Kutztown State team
an easy 5--0 win. The team gave up
setting up his schedule for the sprnumerous breakaways and they
ing semester.
made
life miserable for goalie
Anyone with a question about
Frank Loughlin as he repeatedly
th1; department or various comhad to stop one on one situations
mittees, or a problem should conall day lon g. It was just a poor team
tact Mark Hurwitz 379-9408. or
day and must serve as a method of
Barbara
Weiss 471-2081. or
instruction so that the team can
Chester Zmijewski (see directory)
tighten its belt and go after its last
(sorry Chet we couldn't find your
four tough opponents, Drew.
number.)
Jersey City. Trenton State and
Marist. This will be the real team
dressed alike, singing. dancing. and
doing stunts, you will know that test to see the capabilities and
desire of the soccer team.
they are not trying out for Ted
Mack's Amateur Ho ur. They will
be the girls who are putting aside
Professional black and white
their schoolwork and placing all of
photography for any octheir energy toward trying to please
the members of the sorority so that
cassion. Portfolios done to
next year, they'll be the ones who
your specifications. Call Bob
give such orders as, "Make thirtyat 353-8926.
five pigtails in your hair!"

The soccer has done a complete
turnaround and has lost its last two
outings 5-2 to Montclair State and
a shocking 5-0 loss to Kutztown
State. In both the games the weak
s pot' has been poor defensi ve pla y
by the fullback line and a general

Love, 8. W.

All those who are still inte rested in varsity Basketball. Please contact Dave Dean as soon as possible
at the gym.

CALENDA R OF EVENTS

Emerson LTD
SOON TO OPEN
IN UNION ·
Here is vour chance to
work in a spacious beaut(ful
restaurant and earn very
good money
Positions avail'able for:
Hostes$
Cashiers
Cooks
Waitress
Bartenders
Busboys
Dishwashers

Please Call Mr. Madison fo r interview
687-4330Emerson LTD
2520 U.S. High 22, Union, N.J.

DATE

EVENT

P LACE

MON D AY, OCL 30th
8:00 a.m. - 10:40 a.m.
1:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m . - 1:00 a.m .
8:00 p.m. - I0:00 p.m.

Socia1 Welfare Seminar
SCA TE Halloween Party
Coffee House
Transcendental Meditation

Formal Lounge
Downs Hall
Hex Room
Formal Lounge

TUESD AY, OCT. 3 1st
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m .
1:40 p.m. - 2:55 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - I0:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m .
8:00 p.m. - I0:00 p.m .
8:00 p.m . - 10:00 p.m.
WE D NES D AY, NOV. 1st
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m .
12: 15 p.m.
- :00 p.m . - I :00 a.m .
TH URS D AY, NO VE MB ER
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m .
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:00 p. m.
3:00 p. m . - 5:00 p.m.
3:30 p. m .
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m .
7:45 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Veteran's Meeting
· New Facu lty Coffee Hour
Gav Coalition
Yo~ ng Voters for Nixon
Election Comm. Mtg.
Hotline Meeting
Festival Chorus Reh.
Coffee House
Women's Consciousness Rising Group
Transcendental Meditation

Room A. Downs
Formal Lounge
W-300
Little Theatre
T.V . Lounge
CC- 142
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
Formal Lounge
Formal Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

Veteran's Meeting
Holy Day Mass
Coffee House

2nd
Veteran's Prog ram
Renata Club Tea
Management Science Club
Mass
Encounter
Astrology
Grou p Experience
Election Comm.
Exp lore
Coffee House

Forma l 'Lounge
Room A. Downs
W-400
CC-142
Coffee House
Coffee House
- :: , CC- 142
kittle Theatre
•. tC-142
Hex Room

FRID A Y, NOV. 3rd
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. 8:00 p. m. - 1:00 a .m.
8:00 p.m.

Veteran's Meeting
Community Coalition
Free U: Turn off
Coffee House
Youth Service Corps Benefit Dance

SATU R DAY, NOV. 4th
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. -ml:00 a.m.

High School Equivalency Tests
Hotline

Willis Hall
Hotline Office

SUN D AY, NOV. 5th
2:00 p.m. - 1:00 a .m.
9:00 p. m . - 1:00 a .m .

Hotline
Groove Ph i Groove Discoteque

Hotline Office
T. V. Lounge .

•

Formal Lounge
Little Theatre
CC-142 ·
Hex Room
Downs Hall
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